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SICK OF BEING MADE THE FOOL?

Duane "Hawkeye" LaRue
President, Future is Now Enterprises

NOWYOU CAN CHANGE ALL THAT
WITH OUR NEW

MORAL FIBRE KIT
FROM FUTURE IS NOW. THE BAHAMAS

few m o n th s ago, in
th is sp a c e , I to ld y o u
a b o u t a r e m a r k a b le
o p p o rtu n ity , y o u r s fo r
th e a s k in g , to e a rn b ig
m o n e y in y o u r s p a r e
tim e g ro w in g m o ld
c u ltu r e s in y o u r o w n
h o m e.
T he re s p o n s e to th a t
o ffer w a s so
e n c o u r a g in g th a t I ’d lik e
to te ll y o u a b o u t a n o th e r
o p p o rtu n ity , on e th a t
w ill m a k e y o u r s illy
m o ld b u s in e s s se em lik e
c h ild ’s p la y o r w o rse.
N ow , I k n o w so m e of
y o u h a v e n ’t y e t re c e iv e d
y o u r M old S ta r te r
K its. In fact, w e ’v e e v e n
re c e iv e d a few
in q u ir ie s , so m e fro m
p r e s tig io u s g o v e rn m e n t
a g e n c ie s, a s k in g u s
th in g s lik e , “W hat
g iv e s ? W hat th e h e c k ’s
u p ? ” L et m e a s s u r e y o u
th a t I a m n o t a “c ro o k ”
o r e v e n a “c r im in a l” a s
so m e s e lf-s ty le d
in te lle c tu a ls h a v e
c h o se n to p u t it. We
h a v e s im p ly b een so
sw a m p e d th a t w e
h a v e n ’t b een a b le to fill
a ll y o u r o rd e rs a s
q u ic k ly a s w e m ig h t
lik e . O u r n ew o ffices in
th e B a h a m a s h a v e
r e q u ir e d p a in tin g ,
c o n s id e ra b le s p a c k lin g
a n d fu m ig a tio n . T he
c h ro m e f u r n itu r e c am e
la te . M y R o llo d e x w a s
sto le n in tr a n s it. N ow
w e m a y e v e n be
r e tu r n in g to th e U n ited
S ta te s! B u t th e s e a re n o t
y o u r p ro b le m s , th e y ’re
m in e . S u ffic e to s a y th a t
y o u r o rd e r is on its w a y
a n d s h o u ld a r r iv e w ith in
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th e n e x t few d a y s.
E s p e c ia lly if y o u a c t on
th is o ffer now!

I TRUST YOU
DUANE. TO
HECK WITH
THOSE HAY
SAYERS. WHAT
HAVE YOU GOT?
T h a t’s th e s p ir it. N ow
le ts g e t d o w n to
b u s in e s s a n d face th e
fa c ts. A m e ric a n
in flu e n c e is on th e w an e.
R u s s ia n b o m b e rs now
fly r e g u la r ly o v e r m a jo r
A m e ric a n c itie s,
s p y in g in b a th ro o m
w in d o w s w ith
A m e ric a n -m a d e
te le s c o p e s, z e ro in g in on
o u r c h ild r e n ’s c rib s w ith
h ig h ly s o p h is tic a te d
r a d a r th a t c a n p ic k u p
th e so u n d of a c h ild ’s
little p in k r a ttle fro m
20,000 feet. A n d t h a t ’s
ju s t th e b e g in n in g .
o o k a ro u n d y o u r ow n
h o m e. W hat do y o u
se e ? Y o u r fa m ily ,
g a th e re d a ro u n d th e
ra d io lis te n in g to
G a b rie l H e a te r,
e x c ite d ly p u llin g
S tr a ig h t A rro w
I n g e n u ity C a rd s o u t of
b o x e s of S h re d d e d
W h eat? G u e ss a g a in ,
B uddy. A n d w h e r e ’s th e
little w o m a n ? Off
s o m e w h e re “le a r n in g
a b o u t h e r s e lf ” p e r h a p s ?
A nd w hat about you?
W hen w a s th e la s t tim e
y o u c a m e h o m e to th e
a p p la u s e an d fa w n in g
a d u la tio n y o u k n o w y o u
d e s e rv e ? L ittle S a lly
a n d E d g a r le a p in g o n to
y o u r c h e s t fro m th ir ty
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p a c e s . . . D o lo re s
g ra b b in g at y o u r c o lla r
a n d te a r f u lly k is s in g
y o u r c h e e k s, w h in in g
a b o u t th e c h ild re n
s p illin g th e B is q u ic k
a n d h o w a b s o lu te ly
s tu p id an d w o rth le s s
sh e fe e ls u n til y o u com e
h o m e in th e e v e n in g ?
W hen w a s th e la s t tim e
y o u w e re a b le to p u t
y o u r fo ot d o w n a n d s a y
“N o ” w ith o u t so m e o n e
in y o u r o w n fa m ily
s a y in g “W h y ? ”

I M STARTING TO
GET THE PICTURE.
DUANE. WHAT SHOULD
IDO?
OK. H e re ’s th e sco op .
O u r new g o v e rn m e n t
w o n ’t be a b le to m a k e
th e w o rld th e k in d of
p la c e w e w a n t it to be
fo r w e ek s, m a y b e e v en
m o n th s . In th e
m e a n tim e , y o u co u ld
lo se a ll of y o u r m u sc le
to n e, b eco m e e n tir e ly
e ffe m in a te an d
in e ffe c tiv e , u n a b le to
p a r tic ip a te in a s im p le
g o lf g a m e w ith o u t
t u r n in g it in to a g o d d a m
e n c o u n te r g ro u p .
Y ou n eed g u n s. A jeep .
M ilita ry u n ifo rm s to
w e a r a ro u n d th e h o u se!

SOUNDS GREAT! HOW DO
I GET EM. DUANE?
h a t ’s w h e re o u r
M O RA L F IB R E K IT
c o m e s in. I ’ll be
fra n k . We c a n ’t s u p p ly
th e g u n s o r th e jeep . B u t
w e c an h e lp y o u w ith
th o s e m ilita r y u n ifo rm s .
O u r M O RA L F IB R E K IT
p ro v id e s y o u w ith
e v e r y th in g y o u n eed to —

y o u c a n c ra m a liv e
h e r r in g on a s tu rg e o n
h o o k y o u ’v e g o t
e v e r y th in g it ta k e s to
c u t a n d h em th e s e little
m o th e rs in to a n ew you.
A n ew y o u th a t
e v e r y o n e w ill re s p e c t
(in c lu d in g th a t d a m n
G len n e x t door)!

WHAT ABOUT THE
BOOTS?
WHAT ABOUT THE
BOOTS?
C a n ’t do a n y th in g a b o u t
th e b oo ts. Go to a
s u r p lu s s to re o r
so m e th in g , I d o n ’t know .

YEAH. BUT YOU KIND OF
SAID. . .
I k n o w w h a t I sa id . I
d o n ’t n e ed a h u m a n ta p e
r e c o rd e r fo llo w in g m e
a ro u n d . S it do w n a n d
sew , y o u little c reep .
E ith e r th a t o r go w h in e
to y o u r m a m a .
I don’t have to whine to anybody.
Send me your remarkable new
MORAL FIBRE KIT so I can show
everybody what the deal is. I'm tired
of all this crap. I’ve had it up to here.
N AM E______ 1 ADDRESS
SHIRT S I Z E
PANTS S IZ E ___
Enclosed is a check or money order
for $412.13.
Send your check and this form to
FUTURE IS NOW ENTERPRISES,
The Bahamas
After the middle of January, send to
FUTURE IS NOW ENTERPRISES,
Suite 315, Washington, DC.
Not associated with Wan-Del
Manufacturing, Tucson, Arizona
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T h a t’s rig h t! E a c h k it
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used at Guadalcanal!
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ichael and I have been traveling for two months in Turkey now and we

find ourselves in a village built on top of a Roman town by the sea. AlSillO Bm ost two thousand years ago this place was a bustling city of 12,000 peo
ple and a port for the Roman colony of Asia Minor, which was most of what is
called Turkey today. But the city dwindled with Rome’s loss of power, and the
local population was unable to keep the port dredged or the seawalls maintained.
Today much of the site is covered by encroaching sand dunes. From a ruined am
phitheater, I watch the big sun ball plop into the ocean as the Taurus Mountains
behind me shade through blue, lavender, grey to black. The ancient city is reborn
below me — white marble sparkles in the moonlight, broken pavements are
smoothed, broken walls mended with shadow. I wander into the night, the air fill
ing with the scents of the bay and rosemary I must push aside to make my way
down the narrow goat trail and back to our room.

Christmas in Turkey and Other Adventures
Gold teeth flash in the mirror of
the madly swaying bus. Michael and 1
are thoroughly coated in fine layers
of white dust and the lemon cologne
that has been offered to us all after
noon by the bus boy after each hourly
tea stop. Dust is continually pouring
in the broken-out windows of this
old, sad vehicle as we, its only passen
gers, are being borne along Turkey’s
southern shore. We have been on this
same route now for one week, stop
ping each evening at some small sea
side village to recover from the day’s
wear and tear, rinse away the dust
with a dip in the ocean or a few beers;
eat, sleep, and then the next morning
meet the same driver and his battered
bus by the side of the road. He
amuses himself daily by seeing how
fast he can drive right on the edge of
the cliff-hanging road while admiring
his newly acquired solid gold smile.
The bus boy has become our friend.
He has eaten our cookies and sun
Illustration hs Steven Sandstrom

flower seeds; we have shared his
oranges. Our Turkish vocabulary
consists of “ very good” and “ thank
you.” He beams at the excellence of
our speech.
We stop in another dry, dusty town
perched on a cliff overlooking several
small islands. The water is deep blue
and far, far below where we stand
waiting for the bus to pick up more
passengers. A few more miles down
the road we are stopped — there has
been an avalanche. Enormous rocks
are stacked every which way down the
face of the steep cliff, obliterating the
road and reaching all the way down
into the waves. Our driver and bus
boy begin quickly handing down our
baggage from the top of the bus and
we try to figure out what is going on.
Feeling terribly dwarfed and unsafe
just standing so close to the slide, I
look up to see a tiny, ancient woman
being helped over the topmost rock
by a young man. Soon others appear

and make their way down the rocks
toward us. They must be coming
from a bus on the other side. Once
the slide is clear of people, it is our
turn to climb. I take a deep breath
and decide not to follow too closely
the people up ahead. The whole pile
feels as if it could go again at any mo
ment, and 1 am in thongs with a tooheavy pack. The great ocean view is
suddenly very undesirable; the heat
makes me dizzy. I make it to the top
where, below us, 1 can see the other
bus, its driver impatiently honking
the horn for us to hurry.

A
Journal
By Mary Wiseman
he coast flattens into low, roll
ing hills and, to our relief, we
reach the end of the gravel road.
I have seen pictures in a tourist bro
chure of Roman ruins near the main
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highway, and we visit them. The
Turkish fishing village built from the
old baths and temples has become a
popular summer beach resort for
Ankara’s wealthy. But it is now late
September and we are the only
tourists. We take a room in a small,
deserted pansiyon on the main street.
There is a shop directly across from
our hotel whose door is always open.
Its windows display ornate silver belts
and bracelets studded with coral, tra
ditionally printed scarves trimmed
with hand-crocheted flowers, and
gleaming copper bowls. We are
tempted inside, where we meet the
owner, Recep, a smiling mustachioed
man in jeans and a cowboy shirt. He
speaks a little English as he shows us
the flat woven rugs, called kilims,
which are stacked against the inner
walls of his shop.
Late the next evening the lights in
Recep’s shop are still on, so 1 venture
in and meet a group of strangers
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drinking wine. The oldest woman es
pecially attracts me. She is dressed in
the faded elegance of old velvets and
brooches, and the tiniest pair of
silver-threaded slippers grace her feet.
Her English is American; her smile,
Munchkin. Her name is Tommy and
she invites me to come to her house
anytime for coffee.
The next day, Michael and I awake
to the realization that we should stay
in this place, that some things here
are reaching out to us, and it seems
only right to hurry over to Tommy’s
to ask for her help in finding us a
place to rent for the winter. We have
never been to visit her before, so part
of the morning is spent meeting her
cats, admiring her accumulation of
oddities collected from around the
world, eating crispy nut biscuits and
drinking rare and expensive imported
Nescafe. Friends have smuggled in
the coffee as an extra-special gift for
Tommy, and she urges us to have
more. As we chat, we learn how this
70-year-old woman came to spend the
past 11 years in this particular place.
Between working for newspapers and
embassies, she had been in China on
the eve of M ao’s takeover, in Paris
during the Algerian riots, and in a
British compound in Egypt under
daily fire during the 1950s Suez Canal
strife. Seeking a quieter life, she
began coming to Turkey on vaca
tions, and one time she never went
back.
With a happy coffee buzz on, the
three of us tour up and down the vil
lage’s dirt streets as Tommy haltingly
inquires about vacancies. She says
that she has a mental block against
speaking Turkish and this embar
rasses her, although she seems to
understand the language very well.
Tommy remembers a house which be
longs to friends who are going to
Paris for the winter. By that after
noon we have made the arrangements
and committed ourselves to taking
charge of their home for three mon
ths.
e are staying for the winter!
Eagerly we rush to Recep’s
shop, hoping he is there
among his carpets and copper.
door is open and he joins in our cele
bration. Beer appears, and soon the
chai boy is at the door, too, bearing a
round silver tray loaded with dainty
tulip glasses of tea on square saucers.
Recep seems very glad that we have
decided to stay in his village. We plan
wood-gathering expeditions to the
forest, mushroom hunts, maybe a
trip together into the hills to the more
remote villages to buy kilims and cop
per. His ignorance of our language,
and ours of his, are no impediments
to sharing dreams.
From the first day Michael and I
wandered into Recep’s shop just to
have a look, acceptance and trust
were established between us. We were
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fascinated by the beautiful weavings
he had collected from all over
Turkey, and in his slow, self-taught
English, he explained to us about
their colors, patterns and origins.
Sharing words with Recep, we slowly,
slowly begin to hear the sounds of
Turkish become words and phrases
we could understand. We begin to
drop by daily to have tea and biscuits,
or sometimes breakfast together on
bread, cheese and olives in the sun
shine behind his shop. Our presence
gave him a chance to “ westernize”
himself more, which he wanted very
much. We, in our turn, were looking
to understand and maybe incorporate
into our own lives the ways of a
simpler society. Out of this sharing
grew respect and love.
The autum n progresses and
Michael and I settle into our house

Therefore, to buy what food we need,
Michael and I must do as the neigh
bors do and go to “ town” on market
day twice a week. The seven-mile trip
each way is made in a collective taxi.
My Turkish improves from trying to
follow the conversations around me
and answer questions from other
shoppers while we are squeezed tight
ly together in the mini-bus. Food
selection is sometimes very limited
and I must shop at many different
stalls. The butchers are totally un
reliable, and when they do appear,
our choice is usually only goat,
freshly killed that morning with all
the rituals still observed. Chicken is a
luxury, gourmet eating, - and we
haven’t had any in months. At first I
am overwhelmed by all the people
who come from the mountains, the
colors, displays and smells, but 1 soon

Night Travels to
Tibet #3
There is no plastic in Tibet. I trade long rolls
of plastic sandw ich bags for frankincense and
m yrrh. A bag for every use: to store chillis,
aspirins, leaves and twigs. Suddenly everyone
w ants one. I do not have enough to go aro u n d .
Three lam as explain they could keep rain
w ater, pow dered gold and spirit cookies in
bags. 1 w rite hom e, "N eed m ore bags." A ship
m ent is airlifted from Delhi but com es ap art in
the air. T housands of plastic bags parachute to
earth. The people go crazy catching them with
butterfly nets.

o it’s a kaz. Or looks like it’s
about to be, maybe. But it is only
the middle of November. We in
troduced the idea of our wanting a
goose too soon to Recep, who is
sometimes quick to act. Tommy,
look forward to each Monday and
Michael and I realize our mistake too
Thursday along with the rest of our
late. The three of us get out of the car
village.
and huddle in a timid group, while
Recep waves his arms in the direction
ne cold, windy m orning,
of the geese, who are moving out on
Tommy seeks warmth in our
to the pond. He seems to be trying to
small, sunny courtyard and a
conjure up the owner of the flock,
a the magic works, for a man with
cup of tea. We have been spending and
lot of hours together, and I realize
a shotgun nestled on one arm, and a
how lonely she is. We pass Time back
small boy, appear. The Turks huddle
and forth, and she gives us an almost
in their huddle while we stay in ours,
daily condensation of the BBC World
Recep turning at times to gesture at
News. Her personal life seems in
us, then to the geese. It may be too
almost as much chaos as the world’s
late for us to get out of this if the ac
situation. She married a Turkish man
tual bargaining has begun. In this
from Istanbul two years ago. It was
part of the world, once a discussion
her first marriage, and they managed
of price begins, a commitment to buy
to live together for six months before
is implied. We certainly don’t want to
he ran off, taking her camera and ow
insult our friend by pointing out that
ing everybody in the village money.
Christmas and our need for a goose is

M arilyn Stablein

and the village routine. 1 awaken each
The
dawn to the song of the prayer caller
from the mosque near the house, and
soon 1 can sing the chants with the
caller. The house is small, only two
usable rooms, but I am happy for the
privacy and sense of home. We spend
a good portion of each day walking
the beaches to gather driftwood to
burn in the tiny wood stove which our
neighbors have given us. Every after
noon at sunset 1 walk down the rutted
lane to get milk and yogurt from
another neighbor, who keeps her cow
and calf in a little lean-to adjoining
her stone house. She likes me, I can
tell, and teaches me new words each
time I visit so I can talk with her.
Our village has only 350 people or
so, and the shops are very small.

Now she has no idea if she is still mar
ried to him or not. Michael, she and I
sit on our steps and share more tea,
discussing the severe lack of petrol in
our area and what to do about Christ
mas. We are all feeling far from
home, even though Tommy hasn’t
been back to the U.S. in 30 years. She
suggests a dinner at her house for the
three of us. “ Are there turkeys in
Turkey?” We think so, but trying to
talk a butcher into getting us one on
the right day may be beyond our
skills.
Recep has just purchased some
kilims from two traders who have
come from near Lake Van in eastern
Turkey. Tommy gets the news and
hurries over to tell us to meet her at
his shop. By the time we arrive, Tom
my is trying to decide whether to buy
the long one with the funny pink col
or in it or the big one, chocolate col
ored, that costs more. All of us sit
around on various piles of rugs,
drinking Tuborg beer and eating
pistachio nuts from a big copper tray,
while Recep and Tommy discuss a
“ friendly price.” The conversation
wanders on to turkeys and Christmas.
Maybe a goose will be easier to find,
Tommy suggests. Michael looks up
“ goose” in Recep’s dictionary. “Kaz
— we want a kaz, Recep.”
About one week later we are riding
down the bumpy Mediterranean
coastal highway in the back seat of
Recep’s little red car. Recep and
Tommy, up front, discuss the deli
cious details of the lunch we’ve just
eaten, while I wish Recep wouldn’t
drive so fast. Suddenly Recep’s gold
tooth flashes in the rearview mirror as
he points to a flock of big white birds
gathered by the side of the road and
slams on the brakes. We zoom furi
ously in reverse and then we are off
the road and down by the side of a
pond.
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still a month and a half away.
Michael and I join the Turks and,
sure enough, a price is being dis
cussed. Tommy, being a timid bar
gainer and wishing to put an end to
this whole uncomfortable situation,
at this moment declares that she’ll
pay the outrageous price being asked.
Recep, Michael and I all turn to her in
dismay, while the farmer runs out in
to the pond gleefully, still clutching
his shotgun. The boy follows, and the
ridiculous sight of those two sloshing
around the pond chasing the flying
geese helps us restore our high regard
for one another.

The conversation
wanders on to turkeys
and Christmas. May
be a goose will be
easier to find, Tom
my suggests. Michael
looks up goose in
Recep’s dictionary.
“Kaz — we want a
kaz, Recep.”
The geese disappear behind some
houses, followed by the dripping
chasers. Michael, Tommy and I heave
sighs of relief, for it will be absolutely
impossible for those crafty geese to be
caught now. Shouts are heard, and
here comes the small boy holding a
madly honking, enormous flapping
bird. The farmer waits to be paid. As
Tommy pays, 1 look on, amazed by
our new acquisition. The boy trans
fers the goose to Michael since no
body else seems willing to take it.
Goose and Michael ride in the back of
the car with me. The car is in an up
roar with three of us laughing while
the goose honks and batters Michael
with its strong wings. I struggle to put
a plastic bag under the goose, who is
busily decorating Michael’s jeans.
Recep turns around from his driving
and says, “ Michael, the kaz gives you
a present.’’
ince Tommy has seven cats and a
tiny yard, Michael and I caretake
the bird. Rather than clip its
wing, we decide to tether it to one
the orange trees in our orchard.
Michael ties the rope so that it will
not bind the goose’s leg, while I hold
the struggling bird, careful not to let
it bite me. The next morning when 1
come out to check on our kaz, it is
waddling very slowly in the far corner
of the orchard with a wisp of rope
dangling from its leg. It has chewed
through the soft fibers but does not
seem to realize that it is free. 1 can see
us running through the village’s
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streets chasing the goose, so I rush to
find Michael. I find him and grab our
broom, and we come crashing into
the orchard in a panic. The bird takes
off flying at our approach, clears the
low rock wall, and begins grazing in
the next yard.
Next door to our orchard is an
open-air tavern which is closed for
the winter season. In typically trust
ing Turkish fashion, all the tables and
chairs have been left outdoors, and
goose is wandering among these,
pecking at last year’s crumbs.
Michael takes the left way over the
wall, and I clamber over nearer to our
bird. We slowly close in — Michael
waving the broom — until it is
trapped underneath a chair, and 1 can
grab it from behind. This time we clip
one of the goose’s wings and fasten it
securely to its tether with a light piece
of chain.

Tiammer for a few minutes. Often I
peel and finely chop a few fresh chest
nuts to add to the grain. The goose
continues to grow.
Two days before Christmas, Michael
and 1 make a special trip into town
with the ax. We go to the stall of our
favorite vegetable man and ask him
where we can have a new handle put
on and get the head oiled and sharp
ened. He takes the ax from us, and at
first we don’t understand that he is
saying that he will get it all done for
us, not to worry, and that it will be
ready tomorrow. Tomorrow comes,
and the ax is actually ready when we
go to get it. As soon as we get home,
the goose goes on the stump, and
Michael beheads it while 1 hold. 1 am
surprised how long I have to keep
holding onto the body, for I have
never seen an animal die before. 1 say
a small prayer of thanks to the goose.

Night Travels to
Tibet #4

stop. But the cats like to play on the
roof and are always knocking tiles
awry. Quickly Tommy gets out every
empty pot and pan and spreads them
out on the floor and counter as the
drips begin. Our kitchen work is
slowed more and more by tripping
over pans when groping for matches
with flour-covered hands in the dark
or trying to remember where we put
our wine glasses. Finally pies are
made and the goose is sewn together
again, ready for slow-cooking in the
morning. Tommy and I dump the
water from the pans one more time
and retire to concentrate on our wine
by the fire.

Pies and goose are
baking. The house is
full of people who
seem to have come
from all over Turkey,
magically drawn to
gether by the fra
grance of Christmas.

Christmas Day is a blur of activity.
The rain is over and everything looks
especially clean and sparkling as I
hurry back and forth between Tom
I am a census taker assigned to Tibet. My
my’s house and mine. Michael is
airfare is paid by a governm ent grant. The
chopping wood for a big fire. Pies
and goose are baking. We are almost
pilot skims over glaciers and rock gorges, then
ready to begin our meal when there
tells me to jum p: no airp o rts in Tibet. O n land
knocks on the door. Tommy
are
ing, m y teeth rattle and I spit them out like
opens it and her house is suddenly full
chunks of glass. Lizards scram ble for them . I
of people who seem to have come
follow a yak herder into a tent. He feeds me.
from all over Turkey, magically
drawn together by the fragrance of
The coffee has y arn and a w eak pigeon in it. 1
Christmas. They have all chosen to
com plim ent him on his good taste. He asks
come to the coast today, hoping to
me, “W here is Tibet?"
find good weather and see their friend
Tommy. One man is from Sweden
M arilyn Stablein
and has been living in Turkey for six
months while he studies horsecart
painting and makes a film. His friend
is a German woman who is interested
in Turkish music and has been col
lecting tapes of Istanbul musicians.
Three Americans are with them. One
has spent a year planning his trip, in
t ’s Christmas Eve and my fingers
cluding studying Turkish for two
Since Michael is going to be exe
terms in school. He looks Turkish
are sore from plucking the bird’s
cutioner and he feels he will form an
because he is dressed in a 1940s
feathers. I am at Tommy’s house,
attachment to the animal if he is car
stuffing the kaz with herbs which we Western suit of Ataturk’s time, which
ing for it daily, I am the goose feeder.
is still so popular with Turkish men.
picked on an earlier walk through the
I have never raised my own meat be
After introductions are made, we find
a
Tommy
holly
green
found
ruins.
re
find
and
fore
such
liking
myself
of
extra plates and carry food out of the
like plant with nice red berries and we
sponsibility. At the end of each mar
kitchen. With a little urging, our un
made a wreath to hang on her door.
ket day, 1 glean vegetable scraps from
expected guests agree to join the
Night is falling now, and as it does,
the vendors who, by now, know
feast. Then Recep and his wife arrive
the wind begins to blow in gusts. Rain
where I live, how long I’m staying in
bearing wine. We are happy that they
is coming. The power flashes off and
Turkey, how much rent I pay, and
have come to celebrate our holiday
on as the lines sway and blow down.
that I’m raising a goose. But the kaz
us, especially since Recep’s wife
with
steadily,
is
Now
which
falling
rain
seems to mostly peck at the greens
rarely leaves her home and children.
means trouble for us. In the past
from boredom and prefers to waddle
Everyone there speaks at least some
months Tommy has complained
into the tall grasses and rake insects
Turkish and likes pumpkin pie. As
often of her leaking kitchen ceiling,
from them. Since there is no cracked,
for the Christmas goose, there’s soon
and Michael and I have tried to help
dried corn in town, I sit each after
nothing left but the bones.■
her readjust tiles so that the drips
noon and crack whole kernels with a

I

NOW SERVING LUNCH AND DINNER
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CONFUSED,
PERPLEXED,
FRUSTRATED!
CONFUSED

by

ALL THE STEREO STORES
OFFERING
SPECIAL
SALES A N D BEST BUYS?

PERPLEXED

by

THE CLAIMS OF A JILLION STEREO MANU
FACTURERS?

FRUSTRATED by
SLICK SALESMEN TRY
ING TO SELL YOU A PRE
PACKAGED
STEREO
SYSTEM?

WELL THEN,

visit
th e A udio A lternative, a
store dedicated to music th at
sounds th e same com ing out
o f your stereo as it did going
in.
There are no special sales or
best buys — just th e finest
stereo com ponents available.
W e d o n 't m ake claims — we
just let you listen.
You w o n ’t fin d any slick
salesmen — just Dave H er
ren, th e owner, w h o ’s frien d 
ly, unassum ing, and very
know ledgeable.

So come in, sit down and
listen for as long as you like.
Ask questions? Learn to let
your ears be the judge.

t o Audio
1710 N.E. 42ND

281-7848

CLINTON ST. QUARTERLY
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THE SINGLE
WOMAN IN PERU
cis m uch fun o s you c o n heme in public
Dec.

18-20
24-25
26-27
31
Jan.
2-3
6
7-10
13-14
15-17
18
20
21-24

Sundays
Mondays
Tuesdays
Thurs.-Sat.
Wed.-Thurs.
Fri.-S at.
W ednesday
Sundays
Mondays
Fri.-S at.
Tuesday
W ed.-S at.
Tues.-W ed.
Thurs.-Sat.
Sunday
Tuesday
W ed .-S at.

27-28 Tues.-W ed.
29-30 Thurs.-Fri.
Feb.
Sundays

Mondays
Tuesday
W ed .-S at.
Tuesday
W ed .-S at.
Tuesday
W ed .-S at.
24 Tuesday

3
4-7
10
11-14
17
18-21

S lo w tra in
Paul DeLay Band
The Bill F eldm ann Band
Johnny and th e D istra ction s
Closed — M e rry C hristm as
The O dds
The Sleezy Pieces —
N e w Y ear's Eve Party
S lo w tra in
Paul DeLay Band
The Sleezy Pieces
The B ill Feldm ann Band
T rig g e r's Revenge
The M alchicks
Johnny and th e D istra ction s
to be a rra n g e d
The Bill F eldm ann Band
Upepo w ith special guests
The B alloons
The M alchicks
The Hots
S lo w tra in
Paul DeLay Band
The Bill F eldm ann Band
S lo w tra in
D riv in g Sidew ays
The Sleezy Pieces
D riv in g Sidew ays
The B ill F eldm ann Band
The B ill F eldm ann Band

specials
SUNDAYS
A ll w in e tw o fo r one

Last night I heard a young w om an scream 
ing in the street several houses dow n.
"N o Poncho, no Poncho . . .!" H er voice
rose to a desperate wail. "N o Poncho, please
w ait a little for me, esperam e zm ratito, Ponchooo . . . 1"
I listened to his retreating heels on the side
w alk. She sobbed. Then I heard her slam the
ragged gate into her co u rty ard .
Lynn D arroch

MONDAYS
A ll ta p b e e r tw o fo r one

TUESDAYS
Free pool,
fre e fo o s b a ll,
fre e p in b a ll

MONDAY-FRIDAY
4-6 pm Happy Hour

SOME THOUGHTS
ON THE EXERTIONS
OF TRAVEL

2 fo r 1 on all refreshments
and free pool

SACKS FRONT AVENUE, SW FRONT AND YAMHILL

By M artha G ies
“The Passport Office welcomes
photographs which depict the appli
cant as a relaxed and smiling
person. ”
U.S. Government form DSP-111068
T h is vaguely poignant invitation
suggests that there is some strain
which is showing up in our passport
photos. How many hundreds of thou
sands, of American faces were exam
ined before the Passport Office con
cluded we are a worried people and,
given that bureaucracies are typically
characterized by indifference, how
did this tender concern develop? How
did it become official policy?
S o m e travelers invariably spot celeb
rities, or think they’ve seen a famous
fugitive. When Patty Hearst was
missing and, as a citizenry, we were
all presumed to be keeping an eye out
for her, Zephyrus Image Press issued
a handy wallet-size card designed to
simplify the chore. It carried a stan
dard wire service photograph of Pat
ty, over which a number of tabs could
be folded which reconstructed her
face under an assortment of dis
guises. By referring to this card, one
could avoid the embarrassment of
fingering the innocent — the ticket
taker at Marineland, or the Dart
mouth student on an interminable
holiday stopover at O ’Hare.
C h risto p h er Isherwood once point
ed out that the American is far more
romantic than the European: he can
live in a concrete block motel room
and his imagination will supply all of
the texture and detail, while the Euro
pean needs the physical reassurance
of beautiful or interesting architec

10

ture. The Holiday Inns and Howard
Johnsons are wonderful institutions
in this respect. They allow one to sub
ordinate the fa ct of being in Atlanta,
say, to the idea of being in Atlanta, a
practice favored by all true roman
tics.
A m o n g people who travel frequent
ly, there may be a handful who make
a point of arriving at the airport an
hour before'flight time as the airlines
recommend, but most seem to take
amusement in playing the game of
seeing how close they can cut it with
out missing the flight. This becomes a
personal style, an important part of
one’s self-image, and minor rituals
(e.g., packing so as to avoid baggage
check, or the skid-in-and-ditch sys
tem of returning the Budget car) are
developed around it. The game cul
minates in a dizzying race down con
course D, where it is necessary to
squeeze ahead of entire families in
variably clogging the weapons detec
tor, in order to make it, just make it,
to gate 57, breathless and drunk with
pride.
T h e word traveler suggests adven
ture and activity, both of which are
missing from the word tourist. These
are proper etymological legacies.
Travel comes from the French travail,
to labor, hence, the exertions of rec
ognition, imagination and accelera
tion are appropriate to the art. Tour
comes, through both Anglo Saxon
and French, from the latin tornare, to
turn in a lathe, and connotes the brev
ity of the spell, the finitude of the cir
cle, the inconstancy of the turn. We’d
rather be taken for travelers than
tourists.

Illustration by Dana Hoyle
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International
Hipsters

Alan Costley’s

Cobblers Bench
816 sw 10 portland

222 2577

Maine Moes by Chris Craft
red, navy, green, yellow, brown,
taupe, wine, $25.

By Lynn Darroch

here must be international
foot, too — ay caray!! barefoot in
Lima’s filth — with unshaven legs
hipsters in Lima some
where,” I complained after
and armpits.
The middle-aged Peruvian women
we’d been here for several weeks. All
I’d seen on the streets were a in
fewthe restaurant stared at them with
contempt, but the international hip
middle-class Peruvian kids with jeans
sters didn’t pay them any mind. They
and long hair. Beards are fashionable
were loudly involved among them
for all but the military anyway. There
selves, smoking cheap cigarettes,
are international travelers, of course,
drinking and calling on the waiter
but they’re just passing through. No
with familiarity. One woman sang
one seemed to belong to that select
snatches of an old criollo song,
group of artists, bohemians and ex
“ . . . the King of Spain is dead . . . ”
patriates that I’d imagined holed up
They wore Indian coca pouches.
somewhere in a cozy corner of Lima,
Bony noses and light skin surrounded
meeting in bars and restaurants, wise
the dark circles under their eyes.
to the world . . . 1 really didn’t know
A woman entered like an appari
what an international hipster would
tion and joined them. She had un
be like in 1979, yet in coming to
combed hair that formed a halo over
Lima, I’d thought for sure I would
her emaciated face, arms and legs like
find some. Given the opportunity,
sticks, and needle marks right out
who knows? maybe I’d even be one
there in the open for anyone to see.
myself. But weeks passed and there
“ I was hoping for something else,”
was still no sign. 1 hadn’t met a single
I said ruefully. But Lima, at the close
person who didn’t work all day for a
of the Year of Austerity, with civil
living.
liberties suspended for thirty days to
Then one day in late December I
bring in the New Year, was no place
was taken to El Cordano, a cavernous
for an international hipster, nor for
restaurant with three dining rooms
artists nor bohemians of any kind.
and an immense bar. It’s located
The only hipsters left are those for the
across the street from the train sta
cocaine and cheap marijuana, the
tion, near the Central Post Office,
ones with tired, bright eyes.
and a few doors down from the re
Many days later, at the Clinica
puted hipster hotel, La Europa.
Anglo-Am ericana, with stomach
“ You w an ted in te r n a tio n a l
trouble, I saw the thin woman from
hipsters,” Susan said after we were
El Cordano again. She was walking
seated. “ Well, there they are.” She
down the corridor barefooted, ac
laughed.
companying a stretcher on which
Just a few steps away, close enough
another international hipster was laid
to touch, were two tables of them,
out, his arm attached to a vial and a
both men and women with earrings,
unkempt hair, and unwashed. The
look of grateful surrender on his face.
As they passed from the Emergency
men dressed in faded jeans or loose
Room, the woman walked so tran
Indian pants with shirts open to the
quilly along on bare feet that I won
waist, the women with bare midriffs,
dered if she’d done this before.
halter-tops, and hoops of gold
Maybe she was only drugged.
around their wrists. Most of them
“ How can they get by in Peru,
conversed in fluent Spanish, and they
looked more European than North
looking like that?” I asked Susan.
“ They pay their way, too, I
American. All had bright and tired
guess,” she replied.■
eyes. A few of the women were bare

T

Custom Scenting
60 scents to choose fro m :

• Massage oils
• Lotions for all skin types
• Bubble baths & bath oils
U nique g ift item s

u nd er fiv e d o lla rs

Tues-Sat 10-5:30
Portland, Oregon 9720
727 N.W. 21 st Ave.

CULTURAL
IMPERIALISM
I am eating cojinova encebollada in El
Estribo on A venida Larco in M iraflores, Lima,
Peru. D arkness is falling. Radio Am erica is
turned up loud: an program a presentada por
"Foxy L ady," lo m ejor en vestidos. They play
Lou Rawls, the Eagles' "H otel C alifornia" and
some disco tunes. Everytim e I com e here I
listen To "D isco Inferno" ("Burnin', b u rn in '").
Kids drive by and d ro p firecrackers. It's S atur
day night. D runks piss against lam p posts and
guys w alk dow n the sidew alks w ith their
dates. U pper-class girls have taken to referring
to their boyfriends as "mi Travolta.
Lynn D arroch

Z 2 7- +760
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WALT
Z^fter the death
of my father in
S e p te m b e r of
1977, I went to
Mexico to make
a pilgrimage to
the mummies of
Guanajuato, and
to visit a Mexican
boy, Raul, whom I
had met at the
w in o g r o c e r y
store w here I
work. He had told
m e about the
family farm call
ed la Abundancia, located near
the railway sta
tion of Bamoa, a
village about 700
miles south of the
border.
12

CURTIS
I caught the train in Mexicali.
There are two railway lines which
parallel each other. The rails are
fixed, permanent. The train might
derail, but a head-on collision is
unlikely. You can walk around. The
conductor sells beer and soda pop.
The windows open in second-class.
Don’t
first-class! The air
conditioning is stifling; it doesn't
work. You are shut away from the
ordinary people, and entombed with
bourgeois types. Train fares are
cheap by Amtrak standards.

IVI y dad died from cancer, wasting away
quite painfully and heroically. I had been
closely involved with his dying. It was
messy, depressing, and quite exhausting.
It didn’t seem quite fair! I wanted to make
sense of it and stretch my own life, its
dimensions, outwardly. Also, my friend
ship with Raul was one of the sweetest
and most tender things I had going for me.
I really had loved him and wanted to see
him in his village in Mexico. His love sus
tained me through a very trying time. His
love gave me the courage to make the
journey essentially alone.

Steve, a friend from L.A., and
myself arrived at Campomento Wil
son, a small company town near the
tracks. Ten thirty at night. There is
no hotel, no taxi, no telephone. It’s
too late to bother Raul or his family.
A kindly lady and her son, after
much discussion, allow us to sleep
on the floor of an abandoned house.
"Would we want to sleep at the
jail?” they asked us helpfully. “ No
thanks.” In the mysterious dark, we
bed down listening to pigs grunting,
roosters crowing.

Bamoa
In the morning, we take a taxi
directly to Raul's family home. With
a surprised look on his face, he
greets us, shakes hands, and intro
duces us to his family. They give us
total hospitality. Soon I will feel like
a member of the family. I play with
Javier, the grandson. Strumming a
nonexistent guitar, the boy wants to

Photo by Eric Edwards

Layout and Illustration by Eric Edwards
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be a singer, a clown, a'nd enter
tainer. He can’t say my name Walt,
so he calls me “ Juan” and then
“ Guante.” It’s a strangely Freudian
epithet, meaning “ glove,” which fits
me perfectly.
Only recently, after several years’
absence, Raul has returned from the
United States. He is trying to adjust
to his own culture. He tells me, in
several months, he will leave for
Mexicali and the border. He isn’t
free here in Bamoa. It’s difficult
even to smoke dope. His mother
asks me to explain why Raul hasn’t
written her for two whole years.
“ That’s the way young people are,”
I tell her. She shakes her head in
mock despair.
After breakfast, Raul takes Steve
and I to the river to show us his
grass plants, small and hidden. We
use newspaper or tablet paper in
order to roll joints, because the
government doesn’t allow ciga
papers to be sold.

The Sinaloa River runs through
the flat dry countryside. On its
gravelly bottom, the trucks and local
bus cross, driving through the shal
low water. The square spire of the
red-and-white cathedral sticks up
above the plain. “ It’s more than 425
years old,” Raul’s friends, the local
cowboys tell me as we drink brandy
and smoke dope.
“ Pancho Villa rode here. We still
fight the government, over mari
juana,” they say.
The buzzards circle in the blue
sky. The dry clear air. Dusty earth.
The local cemetery. Irrigation dit
ches. Flowers decorating the graves
are wrapped in plastic. I ask Raul,
“ Where is my tomb? I want one
painted red, with red roses.” He and
his friends laugh. “ Don’t worry,
you’ll have a pretty one.”

D a ily Life
Can I really be at Raul’s home in
Mexico? The small but functional ha
cienda is almost perfectly shaped.
White-washed house, flowers in
front, dusty yard, corral, well with a
bucket, outhouse and shower
house, and wash shed, and a single
palm tree like a banner in the front
yard — all fit neatly. The chickens
roost in a tree. A pig is tied to a post.
Rabbits are penned and hop loose.
Life is everywhere underfoot. A
golden rooster struts like Raul.

The family awakes at dawn. The
father and mother yell at Raul and
his brother to get up and milk the
cows. Chico, Raul’s brother, a real
charro, will take the cattle a
kilometer or two, to pasture by the
river.
It is impossible for a guest to
sleep in the morning. I might as well
fold my cot and get up with the rest
of them. I feel guilty just watching.
Warm milk is to be sold to the neigh
bors. A chicken will be caught and
killed. The pig fed. The horse needs
to be saddled and the cattle led out
on the road. Mama, a large con
tented loud-voiced woman, fixes
breakfast and makes tortillas. Rosa,
Raul’s sister, helps her.

Photos by Walt Curtis

The father, El Jefe, mounts his
bicycle and peddles energetically up
the road, after he has conferred with
his none-too-eager sons about what
work needs to be done. The old man
startled me. I don’t think he knew
how much I was in love with his son.
He kept a pistol under his pillow, and
often got up in the night, to see if
there was a coyote to shoot. One
night when he drank too much he
shouted in his sleep, “ Chinga su
m adre!”

G uasave
Raul, Sergio his best friend, and I
go to Guasave, 15 miles away. It’s a
city of 30,000 with banks, buildings,
department stores, a supermarket. I
buy gifts for Feliz Navidad, and cash
travelers checks. El Presidente
brandy. We sample shrimp, camarones, at Marisopa Restaurant.
Tecate beer. The queer owner likes

me, and asks Raul questions. Baldheaded, with a slight lisp, he calls
himself “ a senorito.” All of the
customers laugh at him. He jokes
back, in total control.
The country is full of life, humani
ty. Bare-assed babies, dogs, don
keys, too many kids, cattle, horses,
dust. They come from the clay and
go back to the clay. Building houses
out of clay and straw, their skin is
the color of earth and sun. Crosses
next to the road mark automobile
deaths. In my folly, at first I thought
they buried the victims beside the
road. What a joke! Full of ruts and
wash-outs, the road follows the river
to Bamoa. Soldiers, half-asleep,
young and stupid-looking, in khaki
with automatic weapons, waited at
the dusty crossroads. Near the main
highway. Waiting for something
violent and crazy to happen. Then
they’d open fire.

When we see the red-and-white
tower of the cathedral, and cross
the river, w e’re close to home.
On Saturday morning, Raul tells
me it’s his turn to take the cattle to
pasture and stay all day. He’ll see
me in the evening, Christmas eve.
But his two brothers, Salvador and
Chico, want me to return to Guasave
and buy drinks! The older one, Sal
vador, is a real lush. And somewhat
shy Chico, the cowboy with brown
hair and beautiful eyes, drinks a lot
also. Salvador says, “ Chico is a
pure animal. Borracho.” He treats
his horse, named “ Ice Cream
Cone,” harshly, whipping it from
side to side. The horse reluctantly
dances.

Borracho
We go back to Marisopa, “ sea
soup,” whose letters could be rear
ranged to form Mariposa, or butter
fly. The Spanish word for homo
sexual. The owner of the restaurant
is glad to see me. Salvador tries to
set me up for an xmas party. With a
straight face, the man asks me if I’d
like to stay overnight. I say, "No. I
will be with the family.” He’s very
persistent. Like a sticky fly.
The brothers love to pistear.
Drink. Get drunk. They brag about it.
Maybe they are trying to escape the
boredom of life on the farm. Maybe
there is more despair here than I
think. There is a lot of repression.
Where are the whores, the women?
Mainly there are Catholic girls and
married women, and a lot of horny
boys and young men.
No wonder I am sitting in a gay
bar, cracking jokes about screwing
the fairies, with drunken Mexican
cowboys. How ironic! When will
they find out the truth and turn on
me?
We carry a couple of bottles of
hard stuff back to the farm. For
tonight and tomorrow. I get to meet
more relatives. There will be a din
ner of rooster stew. Many drinks and
toasts, at another house. The family
wants me to bless the babies. A set
of twins! They are very proud. I fear
I might give the kids my flu germs,
and they could die! As all this goes
on, I ask myself, Where is Raul?
He’s staying out-of-sight, with his
friends.

A b o u t Raul
I never want to leave here. I want
to be one of Raul’s brothers, friends
in this village. I wish to spend my life
with sleepy Raul. In the morning
light, he ropes the ankles of a cow,
brings a calf in close, shoving the
nipples in its mouth to make the milk
flow. He milks the rest into a bucket,
then loosens the rope, slaps the cow
on the ass, and goes for another
one. Ten or fifteen are handled in
this way.
Thin, getting tan, using a rope,
Raul is muscular but vulnerable.
With a frown or quizzical look on his
blonde face, he tosses a stick at a
chicken or throws rocks at birds
eating the seed in the fields. In a
t-shirt, one pant’s leg slightly rolled
up, shoes with no socks, he wears a
serious expression on his face.
I love this slender boy in the sun,
or on horseback. I would almost die
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Guadalajara is wonderful. Shrubs
are shaped by gardeners into animal
forms. This flat city contains monu
ments, cathedrals, plazas, a twolevel bus station, many parks, the
largest public market in Mexico with
candy, leather, silver jewelry, herbal
potions, you name it. Smog was in
the air from hundreds of buses.

for him. He wishes I would — die!
And go away. It’s not altogether
true, but he made me wonder if I
should really be there. I asked him
outright, "Am I complicating your
life?” He replied, “ No.”
I began to understand a few
things about Raul; His skin is fair,
almost white, and his eyes are gray
or gray-green. Of course, he feels
ashamed. In comparison with the
others, he doesn’t look like a Mex
ican. Also, he is the youngest in his
family. He must take orders from the
other brothers and his father.

The food was mouth-wateringly
delicious. Go there for “ pelatas,”
popsicles of natural fruit flavors,
coconut, strawberry, guayaba, ex
otic flavors. Long thin loaves of
bread taste better than real French.
Near the Street of Mdriachis I
bought tortas, beef or pork sand
wiches with a spicy sauce, for ten
pesos. I sank my teeth into the food
and washed it down with cold Dos
Equis beer. I love Mexican beer!

He will never inherit the farm. The
land isn’t big enough to support that
many children. All Raul can do is get
a job in town, hard work at low
wages. In contrast, he can pass for
a gringo in a border town. In fact
that might be a thing of status —
that he looks like he’s of the other
side. He looks like an American.

C hristm as D ay
On Christmas day, we feast and
feast. The father says the farm is
rich, not in money, but in food. It’s
true. They love to eat. Homemade
tostados. Lettuce, tomatoes, hard
corn shells, hot sauce, a sweet
salted meat they call “ buffalo.”
Bean, tortillas, milk. Cucumbers.
The special dinner of peppery
chicken stew.

Two M en C a n 't Love
Each O th e r

All the relatives show up, all the
brothers with their families. Raul has
at least four brothers. Daniel, the
oldest, is powerful, huge, curious
about me. We play volleyball. He
tries to get me drunk on strong te
quila with hot sauce and V-8 juice. It
burns my gut. Daniel jokes with me
about coming to work in Oregon, like
Raul. He realizes how little Raul has
to show for two years of time spent
in the U.S. He senses Raul goes
there to escape work.

I beg. I plead. To make a long
story short, he won’t travel with me.
I tell him I have plenty of money.
Sergio can come along. He won’t do
it.

I take pictures with my camera of
all the kids, the relatives. I'll send
them the developed photos. They
are pleased, clown, give me the v
sign, hold up bottles of booze. What
a wonderful family!

I try to joke with him. I pick up a
pebble and ask him if he loves me
that much. “ No,” he says. I pick up
a tinier piece of earth and say, “ Do
you love me this much?” He blurts
out, “ Nada.” Nothing. And my brain
flashes to a couple of complicated
conversations we had at the farm.
He told me, “ Two men can't love
each other. We can only be
friends.”

Everyone seems happy and con
tented, as we say good-bye, and the
golden light of sunset fades, from
behind the cathedral to the west.
The question is, Will Raul go with me
on my travels to other parts of
Mexico?

We squat in the dust near the rail
road tracks. The family has sent
Raul along as my baggage boy. Lit
tle do they know! I want to put my
arm around him, hug him, before I
leave. I try to explain in barely fluent
Spanish what he means to me.

I’m upset. In the last five days,
I’ve barely had a chance to touch

him or be close. We’re always sur
rounded by the others. Even now,
his brother is watching us. As I get
ready to board the train, Raul and I
do an elaborate Chicano hand
shake. His last words, though, are
straight from the heart. “ Nos
vemos.” We’ll see each other.
Swaying and rattling on the
tracks, the train is swallowed in the
darkness of the flat Mexican coun
tryside. Mysterious and sad. Almost
in penance, I am squatting on the
floor, next to my suitcase, trying to
blank out everything and go to sleep.
When?

The Trip
Seeing Mexico was exhilarating
and illuminating. I soon quit worry
ing about Raul! The emptiness, ex
panse and wildness, just slightly in
habited nature of the landscape is
spectacular! I am intoxicated. Mex
ico is huge, with spacious airy
vistas. Purple mountains, winding
green rivers, and dry forests. It
would be freedom to take a horse
and rifle and travel across it.

On the bus ride to Guanajuato we
passed colonial towns, with ornate
cathedrals and elegant graveyards.
The road should have been a free
way, but it wasn’t. It looked like it
was perpetually being worked on,
with backed up traffic, dust and
bulldozers. This part of Mexico is
developing fast. New factories and
housing developments crowd the
old towns. Nuevo Leon, a new city,
is populous, nondescript, without ar
chitectural character. I ask myself,
How are all these people going to be
given housing and jobs?
Guanajuato is “ the city of poets.”
El Grito! The cry 6f Mexican inde
pendence from Spain occurred
here, in 1824. It's enchanting, Euro
pean, like nothing I've seen so far.
Antique and colonial — theaters,
university, cathedrals, parks,
buildings of pinkish sandstone,
stone streets, monuments, and an
underground stone highway are
crammed into the green valley.
The market building with cupola
and spire reminded me of the
Crystal Palace in London. I buy
souvenirs and presents for Raul, his
family, and my friends. Dirty clay
fingers and toes on key chains.
Skulls with rolling eyes. Indian em
broidered blouses. Tiny ceramic
cups. A clay coffin with body on
which a Mexican boy inscribes your
name and how you died. “ Walt
Remembrance of Guanajuato died
of poetry.”
Theologically I am opposed to
Catholicism, but the esthetics and

AVALON
ANTIQUES
VINTAGE
CLOTHES
OPEN
Weekdays 11-6
Saturday 1-6

318 SW 9th
224-7156
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For me, Samoa es el puro Mex
ico, and always will be. Mexico is an
agricultural society. That’s the
heartland of it and the backbone of it
and the belly. Farmers out in the flat
campo, under the beating down sun,
raise corn and cattle and kids,
brown-skinned boys and girls who in
turn will become farmers and
fathers and mothers. If there’s
enough land to go around, if they
take care of the land, they might
make it.
Oh, I know there are fishing vil
lages and tourist towns along the
coast, teeming cities and colonial
architectural splendors, but if you
want to see the real Mexico, you
must go to a farm town. I will never
forget the ignorant cowboys, drunk
and singing beside the Sinaloa
River. One of them forces a drink of
brandy through the jaws of his
rearing pony.

El P re s id e n te and J a il

human emotion of the religion move
me. This culture is Indian and op
pressed yet full of immense human
dignity. The faith the ordinary people
bring to the religion almost makes it
true. All of us will suffer in life, poor
and wealthy alike. Suffering ele
vates the spirit, tests the spiritual
quality of the individual. Does this
miserable lump of shit have a soul?
You’ll find out.
I wrote on a brown paper sack
these spontaneous words: THE
WORLD IS LARGER THAN YOUR
SELF. YOU ARE A LARGE PERSON,
BUT THE WORLD IS MUCH
LARGER. LEARN SOME HUMILITY.
RESPECT THE SANCTITY OF THE
LIVES OF OTHERS. I felt this
throughout Mexico. These people,
despite their poverty and lack of
scientific education, seem more
human and emotionally responsive
than most Americans. There is a
mystery to life, and they accept it.
Get drunk or go to church.

The M um m ies
I was disappointed with the mum
mies! I thought they’d be in cata
combs, underground, as in Rome.
There'd be a sense of the earth,
mustiness. No. They aren’t very old,
either, maybe a 100 years.
Limestone and water pickled their

bodies and black clothing. They are
set up in glass display cases in a
long concrete building. Desiccated
contorted bodies, with tortured or
vacant expressions, propped up.
Matter-of-factly, a tourist guide talks
scientifically about each one or
group, pausing to describe them.
Fifty mummies, a hundred jostling
tourists, mainly Mexican.
I panicked, looked at some, and
walked out. Death is just too ob
vious. Dried desiccated genitals.
Nothing there, human! Why waste
your time?

M ex ico Is A Train Ride
The homeward bound train was
like a mechanical snake, in jointed
sections, on the winding track.
Where each car joined, you could
get fresh air or dust. Oh the ven
dors! The home-cooked food. At
night, in the Culiacan station, city of
gangsters and brown heroin, a city
of sinister reputation, I bought
perfect food for fifty cents. A hot
tamale in corn husk, and a cup of
delicious black coffee, sweetened
with raw sugar.
Mexico is like a train ride. Its
history, the society, the people and
where they are going. That’s what I
told some students on the train ride

back. The Mexicans have to keep it
going, or they will crash.
On the Mexican trains, I saw
some of the most spiritual faces I
have ever seen. Indian faces full of
sun and earth, from the campo.
Farmers beside the tracks. With cat
tle and machetes. On horseback.
Mystical faces. Filled with hardship,
death, and life, their dark eyes
stared into the light and landscape
imperviously.
I don’t know whether the recently
discovered enormous reserves of oil
will save Mexico from economic and
social disaster. Perhaps Raul should
stay here and take part in the
quickening future. Half of the
population is under 15 years old. It’s
expected to double in several
decades. The inflation has to be
controlled. Portillo is trying. Possibly
there is great hope for the countless
impoverished and underemployed.
Outside the industrial city of Her
mosillo, I recall a giant cactus
strung with Christmas tree lights.
Mexicans must not imitate, so much
as they seem to be doing, the con
sumer lifestyle of Americans. Near
the border, I saw white balloon
bread, candy and sugary soda pop,
TV antennas, and rundown cars.
Factories pouring out soot and
poisonous smoke.

I always have trouble in Mexicali.
On Christmas day of 1975, I got sun
stroke. This time I wandered down a
side street. All I wanted to do was
cross the border. This macho, blueuniformed Mexican stopped me and
asked, "Where are you going?"
Was he a federale? He said he
wanted to look through my suitcase.
I let him, I was tired.
I had a pint of El Presidente bran
dy for Steve. He said it couldn’t be
taken through the border crossing.
He stuck it in his belt, and looked
disinterested. What was I supposed
to do? Fight him? I knew he was ly
ing.
It seemed a small price to pay to
get to el otro lado. Many-a young
Mexican has died, been beaten,
paid e x o rb ita n t
m oney to
"coyotes,” suffered days of priva
tion in the desert, littered his bones
or spilled blood
for the ironic
privilege.
After my visit, Raul returned to
Portland. For a time, he lived in the
streets or with other Mexicans. He
never learned English and couldn't
get a decent job. Recently he was
staying with a Chicana woman. They
had an argument, so he hopped a
freight for Utah and maybe Mexico.
As you read this, he is in jail in
Rawlins, Wyoming. I don’t know the
charges. I send him hard candy and
cartons of cigarettes.
a

T fl
hammered dulcimers ♦ a
recorders
flutes ♦ guitars ♦ m andolins ♦ banjos * fiddles ♦ whistles
piccolos ♦ unusual folk instrum ents of many varieties
tonal Celtic and other folk musics.

wholesalers of
local and organically grown produce
hours: Mon.-Fri. 6am-2pm

A RTICHOKE M USIC
11-6 • monday-saturday • 722 northwest 21st • 248-0356

1030 S.E. 10th Avenue
Portland, OR 97214
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River feV ie w
sitar, master oriental scripts, perfect
ur summer retreat one year was
bread making using a single-burner
a house in Kulu — that Hima
layan valley paradise of glacier-fedkerosene stove, or whatever. I found
mica on a nearby path and brought
rivers, mountain trout, wild honey
some home. Not knowing any em
and hot springs. We rented a newly
broidery stitches, I sewed the flat
built house closest to the river at the
mirror-like stones onto cotton with a
foot of a village. Behind us the houses
rose like stepping stones up the hill.
cobweb effect: stitches zig-zagged
around each little disk, securing it in
The view was classic.
place.
A boy brought us water in two
Things changed after the first cow
brass pots suspended by ropes from a
died that summer. We then found out
yoke over his shoulders. That saved
that our little cottage with the river
me from standing in line at the village
view was actually bordering the burial
spigot. We were left to ourselves and
grounds on the banks of the river. No
cherished the privacy to practice the

O

wonder the village houses rose up the
hill.
The first few days after a carcass
was put out, only flies buzzed. But
once the smell permeated the area,
vultures would get wind of the putrid
flesh. Our river breeze carried the
stench of death. A huge boulder in
front of our house became the resting
place of satiated scavengers. The
birds literally ate so much they
couldn’t move except to perform
some crazy wing-spread dance, shift
ing from one leg to another. Only
after they digested the stuff and elim

inated could they fly off — but that
might take days.
So we welcomed the vultures,
praised their function in the environ
ment. The sooner they cleaned the
bones, the better. We even incorpor
ated the rotting flesh into our tantric
meditations. After all, “ life is imper
manent,” we’d remind ourselves each
morning, lighting fresh incense sticks
and checking the windows to see that
they were tightly shut.

by M arilyn Stablein

A WOMAN’S C H O IC E ABORTION
Abortion is safe and legal when provided in a clinic setting. The Portland
Women’s Health Center is a non-profit, women-controlled clinic provid
ing gynecological health care screenings, birth control, pregnancy screen
ing, abortion, and referral information. Fees are on a sliding scale.
Welfare, insurance, and credit cards are accepted. For further informa
tion call:

Portland W om en’s Health Center
Women’s Choice Clinic
WE HAVE MOVED TO:
6510 SE Foster
Portland, Oregon 97206
(503) 777-7044
New Hours: 9:00am-5:00pm
Some evening clinics

AN ELECTION ON FEBRUARY 17??
A SPECIAL ELECTION FOR PORTLAND CITY COUNCIL
Stephen Kafoury Supports:

Senator Kafoury’s Legislative Voting
Record is Rated:

• Economic development while pre
serving Portland's heritage and live
ability

1OO% by Oregon Environmental Council

• Neighborhood participation in city
planning

1OO% by Willamette Week

• Community self-help to offset
decreased government funding
• City government cooperation in plan
ning
the future of Portland's schools
• Increased use of m ass transit, more
bike lanes and paths

1OO% by American Civil Liberties Union
95% by the Oregon AFL-CIO

And, Kafoury is endorsed by both
Oregon Senate and House minority
leaders because of his ability to work
with his political opponents.

STEPHEN KAFOURY
FOR A BALANCED CITY COUNCIL
Paid for by Kafoury Campaign Committee, 519 S.W. 3rd, Judy Kafoury, Treasurer 223 -00 88.
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The Great Bus Trip
DOUG NOBLE

T

ie old Indian woman was well

she filled the aisle of the bus. She
past seventy and her face
then sat upon it. Like my friend
heavily lined, but her hair, even theDavid and I, she was unable to find
stubble on her chin, was still black.
another seat.
She wore a heavy black wool poncho
The distance from Ayacucho to
over a green sweater and large black
Cuzco in the Peruvian Andes is
skirt, which emitted an occasional
hardly more than 200 miles and is but
odor. A brown straw hat and greena short plane flight three mornings a
tinted glasses complete my picture of
week. But we had agreed to take the
her. She was carrying a huge package
24-hour bus trip with the intention of
wrapped in heavy netting with which
“ seeing m ore.” Unfortunately, the

Hidalgo bus line begins its run in
Lima, not Ayacucho, and by the time
it arrived all the seats were taken. I
am sure we would have gamely
eschewed the plane in any event, but
other than waiting two days, we were
denied even the choice. In an example
of perversity always more discernible
in other countries than your own, the
only plane to Cuzco left at exactly
the same time as the only bus to
Cuzco, but from the opposite side of
town. So though the bus was full
when it arrived, it was too late to take
the plane.
Thus it was that we found ourselves
embarking on a full-day bus trip
standing in an aisle with a vertical
clearance of no more than five feet
ten inches. 1 was forced to curl my
six-four frame uncomfortably, but
even a much shorter David managed
to bash his head on the roof every

time we went over a bump on the
unpaved, mountain road. We could
not see out without bending over
because the windows were well below
our eye level. Nor could we move
about because the aisle was as tightly
packed as the seats . . . maybe 60
passengers in a bus designed to seat
36.
The Indian woman was sitting next
to us on her bundle. She took up a
large area, all of which she jealously
guarded by jabbing (with what
appeared to be long wooden knitting
needles), pushing and verbally
admonishing in a clipped, raspy voice
anyone who dared encroach. Needless
to say, in a crowded, lurching bus, it
was difficult to avoid crossing the
imaginary line of her territory.
In the adjoining seats was a young
couple with a baby girl. The mother
selfishly objected to anyone even

NATIONALLY RATED TOP 5
THE
CUSTOM PAINTER BY VANS
BEARD &TRUCKS MAGAZINE
QUALITY INSURANCE REPAIRS
AT COMPETITIVE RATES
We specialize in Fine Car Repairs

238-5586

custom paint graphics,
pinstriping, murals & body work

'You're invited to one of them.
Belinda's
D ining fro m 6 p .m .
Tuesday through Saturday
8324 SE 17th

O ld Sellw ood

C hef/P roprietor
— Ross PuHen
232-6606

10 m in. from do w n to w n via Sellw ood Bridge
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ina Records

GET OUT OF TOWN . . .
WE’LL HELP!

W E BUY !!
Rock, Blues, Jazz,
. Classical — Collections
Unusual & Hard to Find
Imports — 45's & 78's
Posters & Rock Memorabilia

2 p.m. to 10 p.m. daily

SKI BOGUS BASIN SPRING BREAK
from $216.50
includes AMTRAK from Portland, condo, lift tickets.
from $559.00
MAUI SPRING BREAK
includes round-trip air fare from Portland, condominium,
rental car.
PUERTO VALLARTA—SEVEN NIGHTS
from $506.00
includes round-trip air fare from Portland, hotel, transfers
to and from airport.
SEATTLE-HONG KONG
from $629.00
.round-trip air fare. Stopovers permitted in Taipei and
Tokyo.
SEATTLE-ISTANBUL
round-trip excursion fare

SHMR
/WITNESS
287891?

leaning against her seat or armrest,
again hard to avoid. But it was just as
well to keep away. The mother
nurtured her child’s severe case of
diarrhea by continually feeding her
liquids, with predictable results. She
efficiently
managed
a
plastic
chamber pot, at the last possible
moment flinging its contents out the
window, to the horror of passengers
to the rear. As this ritual was occurring
at least every five minutes, or so it
seemed to me, I reasoned that sooner
or later an ill-timed bump in the road
would result in disastrous conse
quences for any of us sitting or
standing nearby.
Actually, the mother had very
nearly been left behind. She had
gotten off the bus in Ayacucho to run
an errand and when it was time to
leave, she was nowhere in sight. In a
culture where speed and promptness

3331 N.E.Bf?m?WAY

The mother nurtured
her child’s severe case
of diarrhea by
continually feeding her
liquids, with
predictable results. She
efficiently managed a
plastic chamber pot, at
the last possible
moment flinging its
contents out the
window, to the horror
of the passengers to
the rear.

from $949.00

No matter where in the world you want to go, we’ll help
you find the economical and reliable way to get there with
a minimum of hassle.
Portland’s source for low-cost travel

T R IU M P H
221-1003

TR A V E L
C O R P O R A T IO N

are not exactly endemic, there are
nevertheless frequent examples of
mindless haste; and when the bus
driver made up his mind to start, he
was simply “ unable” to hear the
husbands shouts of protest, even
after paterfamilias crab-walked over
several rows of passengers’ shoulders
to state his grievance face to face. It
took the husband leaping off the bus
at the garita (guardhouse) on the edge
of town and invoking police inter
vention to make the driver stop. The
woman eventually joined us after’
running from the center of town.
When we bought our tickets, we
were told that two people seated near
us were getting off soon and that we
would get their seats. We were not
fooled. When they finally did get off
five hours later, several people,
myself included, literally threw them
selves into the vacant seats. Nearly

Typesetters

610 SW Broadway

crushing one of my competitors, 1
managed to capture one of the two
seats and gave it to David since he
had been ill. I stood three and a half
hours more before the young couple
and baby departed, and two other
passengers and I simultaneously
jumped into those two seats. After
nine hours, I finally had a seat, or
part of one. It was so cramped I
wondered why I bothered, but I
could at least look out the window as
dusk approached and we climbed to
over 12,000 feet.
It was dark as we made the long
descent into the town of Andahuaylas,
halfway to Cuzco. The bus emptied
slightly, and I was able to negotiate a
trade for a seat next to David. We
were sure that the worst was behind
us.
After a brief rest stop, the bus
stalled at the garita on the edge of

Ad Sales

Typesetter needed for 20-30 hours
per issue of the CSQ. Night work
on Compugraphic equipment. In Ad Salespeople needed for next
terested? Call Lenny or David at issue of the CSQ. Must know the
222-6039.
territory. 25% commission. Call

Lenny or David at 222-6039.
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town. Though the engine turned
over, it died repeatedly. After a long
search, a flashlight was found and
the engine examined, but to no avail.
Theory, much talk and apparent
activity abounded, but no results. A
truck drove up and filled our gas
tanks from a 55-gallon drum (why we
left town so short of gas was never
explained), but that didn’t work
either. After several hours, my dis
couragement and impatience gave
way to vocal sarcasm, in English of
course, although the tone and
sentiment were not lost on my fellow
passengers. Finally David, who was
being more stoic, though hesitant to
interject himself into what was
doubtless a matter of pride for our
crack mechanics, crawled out of the
bus through a window (the aisle being
blocked by the old woman, among
others) and offered his advice.

The same driver whose hearing had
failed him in Ayacucho, feeling a
need to assert the well-known
machismo which Latin busdrivers, in
particular, possess in abundance,
began a shoving match in which
driver and passenger scored three
blows apiece. All highly entertaining
except that it took place directly over
the shoulder of the other driver who
was trying to guide the bus on the
precipitous climb out of town.
Though the scenery throughout the
trip (when we could see it) was spec
tacular, the human drama left a
much greater impression. And at
center stage, the old Indian woman
ew excitement. One of those
had a bit more to share with us. She
boarding in Abancay, a young
pulled from her belongings a framed
man, sat by mistake in the seat
painting of San Martin de Porras, a
reserved for the off driver. As is
Peruvian saint.
She obviously
typical in Latin America, there were
treasured it greatly, guarding it with
two drivers, who alternated shifts.
the same zeal as she protected her

Within minutes, his Swiss Army
knife (henceforth regarded as a talis
man) had cleaned out a clogged filter
and fuel pump, and after a mere four
hour delay, we were on the road
again. It was after midnight.
By morning, we were descending
into Abancay amidst a continual
series of loud backfires from the
flagship of the Hidalgo line. The aisle
cleared in Abancay, except for the
Indian woman, who insisted on
remaining on her backless throne
despite having complained the whole
trip about her sore back.

N

territory in the aisle. Several of the
other passengers began needling her
about the painting and the word was
passed that she was probably a bruja
(witch doctor).
Shortly before we reached Cuzco
(after 31 hours in transit), we arrived
at her stop, a tiny farming community
in the mountains high above the Rio
Apurimac. As she stepped down
from the bus, she turned, and facing
all of us, took off her straw hat with
a sweeping motion and bowed from
her waist. We never determined
whether this, her grand farewell, was
her one and only friendly gesture of
the trip or merely the casting of an
evil spell over all of us who had
conspired against her.H
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PASSING THROUGH

PORTLAND

games. They have the dog races set up
there where you can bet close to
twenty-five races a day, if you time it
right. Even have a little time to eat
and rest.
What 1 like to do is start up in
Victoria when it gets hot, stay there
until it rains. Then come down here
to Portland, it’s a pretty track while
it’s dry. One of my favorites. But
when the rains and cold come, you’ll
be miserable and you won’t even see
very many races in a whole day of
standing out there. No sir, I keep my
visits short when the horses have to
slog through the mud just to be a
winner. I go down to Reno then and
dry out in the sun for a few days, then
to Phoenix, they have some mighty
pretty horses there. When my luck
starts to get a little old I’ll head back

I'M A GAMBLER
NOW, AS BAD AS A
JUNKIE WITH HIS
DOPE. NEVER AS
HAPPY AS I AM
WHEN I'M BETTING

ortland

P

has

been

slandered

a n d /o r complimented for be
ing one of the most livable cities
the United States. There have been
numerous attempts to define this
“ livability” and then see if Portland
meets such criteria; non-native
Portlanders can offer their reasons
for staying and an outsider’s vision of
what is unique to Portland. Mean
while the first heavy rains and cold
nights come, and they will keep com
ing in over-the West Hills and down
the Gorge until spring. Locals
remember wool socks and the chores
of keeping a warm house, weekend
trips become Sunday afternoon
strolls, and there is sunrise at seven
and darkness by four-thirty. We are
digging in for the winter, residents at
least temporarily.
There are others that wander
through our city, asking for direc
tions or small change, here only in
passing. What is it that distinguishes
a long visit from a stay, why pass
through Portland just as the winter is
settling in? And more personal ques
tions: Where are you from? Why did
you leave? Will you go back? Are you
always on the road?
Thinking on these things, thinking
that travel concerns “ other” places,
the places that are not home, 1 went
seeking travelers in Portland.

their plastic seats, maybe watch TV
for a dollar an hour, they read paper
or magazines and shuffle stray
backs
in
luggage with their feet. I hesitate and
watch the slow moving scene, then
pick the only seat that isn’t elbow to
elbow already, wondering whose suit
case has been left beneath it.
A few minutes later a sallow
skinned man, maybe forty-five,
maybe fifty, black and white bristles
on his face, enters the station and
heads over to sit beside me, cradling a
small grocery bag on his lap. He asks
if 1 could move for a bit so he can get
at his suitcase; we get to talking.
No name please, just call me
Johnny, like my friends do. Then he
shows me what he has just purchased:
a quart of milk and a pack of Camel
straights. He cracks the vitamin D
homogenized and takes a good swig. I
sure do like this milk when I’m travel
ing, yes siree. Where from? Well, I
got back in the middle of last week
from Vegas, I been out at the track
betting horses since 1 got in. Original
ly hailed from Victoria, B.C., you
know where that is? Well, I was born
and raised there, still go back a cou
ple of times during the year to visit
my mother. I lived up there until I
took to drinking, a bottle of whiskey
a day, everyday, had to drink a good
bit more if I was celebrating. 1 did
that everyday for sixteen years and
then I gave it up. Don’t touch a drop.

I’m a gambler now, as bad as a
junkie with his dope. Never as happy
as 1 am when I’m betting. In about
five hours I’ll be leaving here for
Reno, let’s see, I should be in by
about 5:30 tomorrow morning and I
know just where to get a room, thirty
bucks a night. Thirty bucks a night 1
chalk up to expenses, I’ll make that
and a little more. He drinks some
ortland’s Greyhound Station,
more milk, opens the carton of
midafternoon on a weekday.
smokes and takes out a pack; we both
Long lines of people with scatteredlight up. What do I bet in Reno?
baggage going to Eugene and points
Always the horses, and sometimes the
south, a shorter line growing for Seat
dogs. No sir, I don’t mess around
tle and points north. Others doze in
with blackjack and those other

P
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over to Vegas for another try. I know
these cities by their tracks, and I
know how to travel in between, and
every place I like to stay. Look here,
look here now. He opens his plastic
zippered suitcase. Inside, an economy
size jar of instant creamer, another of
instant coffee, a Greyhound thermos,
maybe a few clothes underneath. This
is the kind of thermos they’ll fill with
hot water for free at every stop, and
then I’ve got all the coffee I want. He
puts the carton of cigarettes and
what’s left of the milk (the end of the
carton crimped and held shut with a
paper clip), he puts everything but his
raincoat in the suitcase. Zips it up.
Yes sir, a man could travel the world
with what I got here.

I hey stand very close together,
almost touching. He wears an
odd breed of high fashion open-toed
sandals and tailored denim slacks, she
is in a mid-shin wraparound skirt and
bulky sweater, both of them with
their passports in leather bags around
their necks. They are a few people
ahead of me in a slow moving line at
the main post office, Monday morn
ing. The closer they get to the
counter, the more they step back and
forth to speak to each other, taking
out and putting away their passports.
When it is their turn they step up to
one of the clerks and both present
passports. The clerk takes them one
at a time and goes back to a hidden
shelf. He returns with the first pass
port and a shurg. The couple lean
together into the clerk’s alcove as he
leaves with the second. He returns
smiling with a pale blue many
stamped envelope and has the woman
sign for it. When the envelope is in
her hands she immediately flips it for
a return address, showing what is
written there to her companion, al
most forgetting her passport in the
excitement. They walk outside and sit
close together under the American
flag, reading the letter through and
through. No check or money order
did 1 see, only a handful of pages they
traded between them. They left just
before I got to the counter, walking
down Broadway with their hands
together and swinging between them,

the letter fluttering in her outside
hand.

W

e meet in her campus studio.

I wait outside the building,
banging on the door, another student
comes and lets me in, Zahra and I
decide to eat something out and talk
of travel. She is twenty-one, a citizen
of Iran until this year when she was
granted French citizenship as well,
based on her family’s residency in
Paris. Where is her home? Right now
she doesn’t have one, she is trying to
make do with her studio space, keep
painting, and try to find a place off
campus before a friend arrives from
points east. It’s not that she feels
herself to be in exile from Iran, nor
can she ignorezhaving lived in Port
land for the last four years while go
ing to school. It is more that she and
her family have lived in several coun
tries in much the same way an Ameri
can executive’s family might have
several residences it alternately
sublets and resides in, keeping the
children in boarding schools during
periods of high mobility.
Zahra orders a burger with every
thing and I stick with milk and cof
fee, we watch the early Sunday after
noon crowd come and go. Travel is
an illusive subject: she has lived in
Tehran and Paris, her first “ travels”
were family visits to locations her
father was working as a journalist,
places considered exotic and worth
visiting, like Thailand. The first
journey she herself considers travel
was to leave on a train from Iran,
alone, five or six years old, sent to
pick up her younger brother in Brus
sels and then travel with him to
Valenciennes, France where they met
their “ new” grandparents for the
first time; her father was marrying
again.
The difference she sees between
nontravel and travel is the difference
between security and “ no sure
thing.” To be on the move is to sub
ject yourself to more rapid change
rather than weathering change in one

PORTMXND HAS
BEEN A PLACE SHE
CAN STEP BACK
AND THINK, A
REFUGE.
place. She asks me if I have ever seen
a Cuban movie called Memories o f
Underdevelopment. There is a line
she remembers describing the people
of Third World countries today: “ the
men rot earlier, the women are most
changeable.” But this accelerated
change within a volatile country,
within Iran, is part of Zahra’s life
whether she returns to a house in
Tehran her family still presumably
owns (although she doesn’t know
who is staying in it now), whether she
lives in the cities her father works, or
whether she joins some members of
her family in Paris.
How did she come to Portland?
She was old enough to start applying
for college, her father encouraged her
to apply in the U.S. She applied to a
number of small liberal arts colleges.
Her own preference was to get as far
away as possible; she had never been
to the U.S. Portland has a reputable
school or two and is far from Paris,
Illustrations by Mark Norseth
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ables. She grabs a woven grass satchel
slightly larger than a doctor’s bag the
first time it comes around and checks
out of the baggage area. She heads
toward the windows and glass doors,
waiting there after everyone else from
her flight is gone. 1 gather my nerve
and ask if she has a few minutes to
talk.
Yolanda Laudico, a citizen of
Manila, waiting for a silver Honda of
her friends to arrive and whisk her
away. She will be visiting Portland
for six weeks. No, she has no idea
what she will be doing while she is
here, the friend she will be staying
with will take care of all that, just as
she did when he visited Manila.
Yolanda travels quite a bit, whenever
possible, actually. She works as a
curator for the Museum of Phillipine
Art, and she travels any time she has
the money. Are most of these trips six
weeks long? They vary, but you
know, you can’t travel for more than
six months or so before it’s no fun
anymore. After that travel is a way of
life, not just visiting. She keeps a
house in Manila while she’s away; the
maids take care of things while she is
gone and the rest of her family lives
very near by. She travels out of
curiosity, she has traveled since she
was a little girl, she chose to work as a
curator partly because it would give
her the freedom to travel. The people
in each place are so different, they
have different ways of doing things,
and this is refreshing. Now that she
travels on her own, Yolanda no
longer gathers the souvenirs of the
tourist. She laughs as she describes
her first big trip by herself, to the
United States with an exhibit. She
bought so many presents she had to
send them home separately, and all
the pictures she took are gathering
dust at home. Now she brings almost
nothing, gathers almost nothing
isha, maybe twenty-one,
(maybe a pair of shoes); she plans to
came from Germany to
travel even when she is old, so why
spend some time in Am erica.
gather things when she will be back?
America — rock-and-roll, the Big
What does she expect of Portland?
Apple, California, land and more
Her friend has told her Portland is
land in between. While here he
very nice, very relaxed, that many
hooked up with the Grateful Dead,
people here are on “ nature trips.”
Summer of ’80 tour. He learned to
She likes the colloquialism and is
play pinball. He bought the t-shirt,
pleased that she has used it correctly.
took the drugs, lived day-for-day the
Her friend has told her everything in
life of the Deadhead, splitting off the
Portland is very pleasant, but that the
tour in Portland to stay with a friend
Californians vacation here (they
of mine he’d met along the way. Once
come for the hot springs) and are
here he saw the sights and poked
sometimes annoying. Even as she
around, shooting pool and playing
finishes speaking she is watching for
every pinball machine he could find,
her friends; she asks if there is any
drinking as much Bohemian and im
thing else I need to ask. When I say
ported beer as any of us. Why had he
no, she offers her hand quickly, we
come to America? Just to see, just to
shake, and she gathers her bags and
see. All the things you hear about a
steps outside to wait.
place you’ve never seen, the desire to
see and touch and smell and be there
hey are here in passing, visitors.
yourself. Watching his savings dwin
dle, his priorities rapidly focused on a
I ask them the same questions I
quick trip to Hawaii before he had to
ask myself, having chosen to live in a
hitchhike back east, knowing now
place other than where I was born
how far away New York is. And
and raised. Perhaps Zahra is right,
that’s the last we’ve seen of Misha.
the traveler seeks change at a faster
Bwah. A word he taught us for a
rate than the ones who remain settled
mixture of astonishment and exhaus
and tied to one place, to Portland.
tion, maybe outrage. He left his ad
Perhaps it is a different kind of
dress and in the same casual and im
change entirely, made up of contrast
portant crossing of paths that allowed
and juxtaposition, where the nature
my friend and Misha to meet, we
of the traveler can remain steady
might very well see him again.
while the terrain changes. Why Port
land should lie on such a path re
mains elusive. If it has an overdose of
livability it is perhaps because it is a
good place to rest, a comfortable
place to live day by day, a city small
enough to learn the rudiments quickly
and then enjoy simply.■
she was accepted here. She came on
an .airplane, direct, she brought with
her very little but keeps a woven rug,
a few low carved tables, and a lamp
or two. She has stayed in Portland
because it offers both mountains and
ocean, because she can go to school
and paint and write and yet not be
completely without access to urban
pleasures. Although she went back to
Paris her first winter break and her
mother visited her that next spring,
most of her relatives never quite make
it to Portland. It is too isolated, it has
none of the cosmopolitan reputation
of San Francisco (her brother is going
to school near there), it is far far
beyond the East coast.
Zahra will stay here and finish
school if her visa is extended for
another year. If not, she will have to
leave, and her next move will pro
bably be back to Paris. She will stay
in Portland if she can: she is within a
year of graduating; she has little to
look forward to in Paris and thinks it
would be difficult to get any kind of a
job there, even with citizenship; Port
land has been a place she can step
back and think, a refuge. She will
find out about her visa in the spring.
Meanwhile she is looking for a place
here in Portland. She cannot say
when her family will next be all
together under one roof, nor does she
know where that roof will be.
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Armand & Dixie
404 SW 10th Portland 224-9028

Catering Specialists

Hours Mon.-Fri. 10-9, Sat. 106

FINE WINES & BEER
ITALIAN SPECIALTIES
MEATS & CHEESES
IMPORTED CANDIES
PASTRIES

mall and like a bird, darting and

S

then standing still at the side of
a conveyor belt chugging luggage
endlessly along. She is wearing pale
pink and linen white, no makeup,
black hair cut very short, holding a
string bag of exotic looking break
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HAVANA
he discos in Havana do not play
Russian music. No — they play
disco, soul, jazz, funk — tape
recorded off the air from Miami
radio stations, or on records — the
hottest item to beat the strangling
blockade imposed by the U.S. in the
first years after the Revolution. I
remember that teenager, a little too
slick to be punk, decked out in blue
jeans he must have copped off some
other tourist, hanging out in front of
Havana’s hotter discos
one
wanting to know if any of us could
give him the words to the Com
modores “ Brick House.’’ He didn’t
need us. We heard a Cuban doing the

T

tune later that week at the Club Rio.
1 went to Cuba with a group of
about 40 students and professors
Some Cuban
from
Princeton.
academics had visited us, and
extended an invitation to. come to
Havana. I was excited. I had long
wished to see Cuba, original “ free
territory” of the Americas, home of
Che and those Great Cigars. We
arranged our trip through Inter
planner (3120 N. 13 St., Arlington,
Va. 22201), the semi-official travel
agency. The deal was $600 for 8 days,
including airfare from New York,
hotel, food and a bunch of extras —
pretty cheap for a week in the
Caribbean to escape the cold March
weather.

We arrived in Havana from Miami
by charter. There is no direct scheduled
service. Customs was surprisingly
easy. We had to declare our money,
and were cautioned to stay away
from the black market. They never
bothered to check anyone’s pockets or
to confiscate the calculators, cassette
tapes or the copies of Milton Friedman
brought in by unregenerate capitalist
readers.
Accommodations were at the
Hotel Nacional, jewel of the Malecon
(formerly George Washington Ave
nue). One-time host to U.S. Pres
idents and Mafia Dons, it had fallen
into eclipse with the construction of
the Hilton (now the Havana Libre)
and Capri during the Godfathernurtured spasm of tourism in the
50’s. The hotel was shabby with
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painted since the Revolution, furni
ture and bedding were decrepit. After
check-in, we were ushered into the
hotel’s night club. The floor show
was a bit “ campesino” — kind of a
Cuban Hee-Haw. Meanwhile, a
delicious ham steak, '/z-inch thick
with trimmings, the first of a week of
mind and stomach boggling meals
that left me about 10 pounds heavier
than when I arrived. Knowing about
the general meat shortage, I did feel a
little guilty about eating all that
luscious pork, beef and chicken. My
overwhelmed palate, and the under
standing that my dollars could help
provide massive quantities of other
wise unobtainable animal feed (or
machinery) helped assuage this.
The next morning, we were off for
a guided tour of Old Havana, a
classic and often beautiful colonial
city, largely preserved from the
ravages of highrise urbanization. It
seems in good repair and is unex
pectedly clean for a Third World city.
Our tour took us to the former
Capitol building, now a museum. It
is an exact replica of the US Capitol
in Washington, a stunning reminder
of Cuba’s former quasi-colonial
status.
We then visited the Plaza de la
Revolution, where Fidel gives his
major speeches. On the opposite side
of the square was a 15 story building
covered on one side with that famous
red and blue
__ —■

work week, when an alert worker
dragged us into the building security
office. Under large “ Committee for
the Defense of the Revolution” signs
we were interrogated as if we were
downed U-2 pilots. Finally managing
to convince them that we were not
spies out to steal the secrets of bureau
cratic productivity, we were released.
The most popular show in town, (a
two hour wait in line) was a multi
media exhibition celebrating the 20th
Anniversary of the Security Services,
the Cuban KGB. It featured video
tapes of exiles (called Gusanos,
Worms) being taken prisoner at the
Bay of Pigs, an American bazooka
reputedly used in an attempt on
Fidel’s life, counterfeit money,
various exhortations to visit beautiful
Miami, and even stranger stuff like
exploding cigars. In the center of the
floor, trod upon by all was the
broken seal of the U.S. CIA. Though
we received some curious glances, no
one vented their rage on us.
Walking about. 1 didn’t see any
cops. There were sometimes one or
two, without guns, at the end of our
hotel’s driveway, but they were there
to discourage black market trans
actions — which went on anyway.
Equally rare was the military. This is
vastly different from many other
-L-a-ti-n---A--m-e-rican ___U___F___n_ f C
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Che Guevara. Eddie our guide told us
that it was forbidden to photograph
the building as it was the head
quarters of the Security Service. We
took pictures of the allowable
buildings and turned and snapped it
anyway. Nothing happened, but
somehow, that part of my roll of film
never came out.
avana is a lively place. The
people are extremely friendly,
and seem to hold no grudge against
Americans for the actions of our
government against theirs, the
attempts

covers almost everything, including
food. Though there are few goods,
there is plenty of money, especially
for young people living at home or
for couples with two incomes. In a
free market system this would cause
rapid inflation; there the prices are
fixed and at least everyone can afford
to buy their allocation. They have
their own “ free m arket,” where
excess items are sold for several timestheir ration price, and non-rationed
goods are purveyed. LP records were
about $10 — a fair amount of
money, but not out of reach.
The main outlets for all the extra
cash are entertainment, alcohol and
restaurant food, unrationed and
relatively inexpensive. Eating places
abound in Havana, ranging from the
Bodeguita
del
Medio,
where
Hemingway (still a legendary figure
in Havana) ate Turtle Steaks, to a
plethora of pizza places which turn
out a respectable Neapolitlan style
product.
Bars are as ubiquitious as in New
Orleans or San Francisco. They
seemed to be popular at all hours.
Mostly, the locals drink beer, but
Cuba’s famous rum is still popular.
The bar where the daquiri was
invented is almost
______ —
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a national shrine.
A highlight of our tour was a visit
to the world-famous Tropicana, a
gigantic outdoor nightclub. Now
considered the symbol of Las Vegas,
where it was taken by the mobsters
after they were kicked out of Cuba,
this decadent pageantry is at the top
of most people’s list of things to do
— a focus of national cultural pride.
It had been closed down for a time
after the Revolution, but was
brought back due to popular outcry,
with the only concession to ideology
being the addition of a couple of folk
numbers. The vast majority of the
audience was Cuban workers enjoying
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on Fidel’s life, or for the
very real personal privation caused
by the interruption of commerce with
the U.S. They are intelligent and well
educated, with a literacy rate of
almost 100%.
We found that when in a large
group and faced by foreigners,
Cubans tended to be quite doctrinaire.
In our public sessions, they never
showed disagreement with each other
or with government policies. Face-toface their responses were far more
varied and flexible. At the school
where they train their diplomats, we
especially noticed this difference. The
students were embarrassed when
their American counterparts asked
them to justify Cuban military
support of the Ethiopian regime
against Eritrean rebels — the same
rebels who only a few years before
had trained in Cuba. Yet they remain
amazingly security conscious. After a
briefing at the Health Ministry, a
fellow student and I were stopped in
our tracks by an unbelievable sight —
a timeclock. We translated the
warnings against tardiness and were
trying to figure out the length of the

other Third
or
World countries where machine guns
are nearly as common as newsstands.
Cubans like to dress up. Women’s
wardrobes though limited are ex
tremely colorful. Lots of plainly cut
blouses in outrageous pinks and
purples, mixed with off-brown pedal
pushers. They must be tired of Roma
nian doubleknits and other East-bloc
Couture for I heard a lot of requests
for the shirt off my back, not to men
tion for blue jeans. My prize posses
sion is a Universidad de Havana teeshirt I traded one night for a GainesBurger shirt I knew would be a hit.
It seems that anyone, Cuban or
foreigner, can go anywhere, day or
night. The greatest restriction or
movement was the severe lack of tax
icabs, called “ Las Incapturables.”
The dirt cheap bus system, which
runs frequently during the day, is
somewhat spotty at night. Besides the
routes are pretty confusing so I did a
lot of walking.

bonus for high productivity
or party loyalty.
Fun, but I was more interested in
hearing the evolved forms of local
music. I finally stumbled onto the
Club Rio which had been reopened
through the efforts of the bartenders,
waiters and cooks. The band was
incredible, mixing Eddie Palmieri
style Puerto Rican Salsa with a sort
of jazzrock. A later set had us
dancing our asses off to Parliament
like funk.

ne of the waiters addressed us
in English. He had lived
fifteen years in “ the States” working
as a jockey. He had returned to
Havana in 1957 and though eligible
for U.S. citizenship, decided to stay
after the Revolution. After closing,
he offered us a ride home in his ’56
Ford. Wonderful dinosaur. In the
solitude of his car he spoke freely
with us. He was basically happy with
his life and his job. Times had been
pretty hard during the first years of
the U.S. boycott. There had not been
enough food. He had gone to the
he ration system is the most
country to buy a chicken for his
pervasive aspect of life in
family and just barely escaped being
Cuba. Cubans may purchase only caught
2
with it by the militia. They
shirts, a pair of pants and a pair of
might well have shot him. The farmer
low-grade shoes per year. The system
who sold it could also have been shot

or imprisoned. The general climate
had been one of militant paranoia.
Things have been improving in
recent years. He had a nice apartment
and a young girlfriend. Although gas
was expensive ($2.00 a gallon) and
the ration is only 10 gallons a month,
the car which he’s always had is a real
luxury. (The government did not
expropriate any personal movable
property.) “ How much do you think
this car is worth here?” “ Two
hundred in the States,” 1 replied,
“ maybe six hundred if it was in
decent shape.” “ I could sell this car
tomorrow for six thousand dollars.”
He griped that no car imports were
allowed, except for a few for favored
party members of technocrats, who
also got a more liberal gas allowance.
Still he was more enraged over the
lack of spare parts. “ If a piston
breaks, you have to get someone to
make you one.” Despite all this, he
said, “ 1 would rather live here,
though I’d like to come and visit the
States again.”
Our last night in Havana we
stumbled (drunkenly) into the lounge
of the Hotel Capri and heard at last
some beautiful Charanga — sweet
melding of jazz and salsa, featuring
flutes and violins. When we left at 5
AM, the band was still playing. Our
heads were still nodding to that Latin
beat two hours later while we made
our way to the airport.
The fly-by-night Bahamian charter
company that had brought us only a
week ago had lost their landing
rights, something connected with a
fishing dispute. We had to wait half
the day in the airport until a suitable
replacement could be found to take
us.
While we were waiting, our Inter
planner coordinator told us the truth
about our guide Eddie. A handsome
young black man he was our trans
lator and constant companion. Hip
and friendly, he was the heart-throb
of many of the women in the group
and romanced a couple. Eddie was in
fact, as some had guessed, an agent
of the Cuban KGB.
Back in Miami, we played “ whatis-this?” with customs agents who
ground their teeth furiously over our
quite legal personal imports of
Cuban cigars, twelve year old Anejo
rum and collections of books and
posters. Using the excuse of Dept, of
Agriculture soil quality protection,
they confiscated the hermetically
sealed plastic packets and sand from '
the Bay of Pigs, clearly labeled in
homage to its defenders.
That week in Cuba really impressed
me. People seemed to be content,
working together for the common
benefit, despite shortages, censorship,
political disagreement and personal
frustration. There were political
posters everywhere, but 1 did not see
pictures of Fidel plastered all over the
place, as is the case for other Third
World strongmen. I did meet some
people who wanted to emigrate to the
US, but they seemed much less
enthusiastic
when
suggested
Venezuela, or any other Latin
American country. To me, the Cuban
Revolution appeared to be working,
and distinctively Cuban. Contrary to
those cold, drab images of Eastern
Europe, Cuba seemed to be like one
big Community party. 1 had a helluva
tim e .H
a
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EL SALVADOR

THECAULDRON
BEYOND THE
MELTING POINT
BY DAVID MILHOLLAND
A uthor’s note: For many readers, the
language in this article might seem
rhetorical. Yet the same phrase which
in our insulated society appears
overstated takes on a deeper
significance when applied to a “Third
W orld” setting. Chilean N obel
laureate Pablo Neruda put it well to a
European friend. “I f you lived in a
country like mine, you too would be a
communist. "A nd he was killedfor his
beliefs.

Honduras, Nicaragua, and Costa
Rica into a Central American
Republic. It was a dream which never
quite took hold, local interests and a
duchy mentality consistently winning
out over the greater vision. As the
century progressed, only once did the
neighbor states unite to oppose a
common enemy.
In the period immediately prior to
our Civil War, most sectors of the
U.S. population saw expansionism as
both the legitimate destiny of a
ost travelers to Central
country which had reached its geo
graphic frontiers and a means to
America and the Caribbean
avoid the conflict already visible on
Basin don’t visit El Salvador.
the horizon. Acting on this premise,
Though it has fine beaches and an
the filibusters staged a series of
outgoing, friendly populace, it lacks
sorties into Baja California and
the folkloric and picturesque elements
Central America. It was a strange
that distinguish Guatemala, the
coalition.
Led by Southerners
comparative sophistication of Costa
looking for a less threatened, fertile
Rica, or the highly developed tourist
terrain to continue their “ way of
facilities of many of its island
life,” they were joined by vagabond
neighbors. Until recently the careful
49ers who had begun to fill Califor
reader only rarely saw El Salvador
nia’s cities as gold prospects declined
mentioned, usually on the back pages
and recent European arrivals who
of the daily press when insurgents
were finding less opportunity in the
captured and held the Metropolitan
New World than they’d been led to
Cathedral in downtown San Salvador,
expect.
or because “ someone” murdered the
A Tennessean, William Walker,
nation’s Archbishop. With the
led several expeditions and was
murder of three American nuns, El
finally
successful
in
holding
Salvador has been catapulted onto
Nicaragua for close to a year in 1856center stage. It has been described as
finally successful in holding Nicar
possibly our next Vietnam.
agua for close to a year in 1856-7. He
Though the U.S. has been deeply
declared himself the Regenerator,
involved in El Salvador’s economy,
and unmindful of his shaky hold on
and thus its politics, since the early
Nicaragua, proclaimed his imperial
1900’s, few Americans have a sense
ambitions regarding the rest of
of its history. So before the national
Central America. He hoped to
media begins its campaign of exposes
establish slavery, and eliminate the
on the Castro menace in Central
mestizo pariahs, who he blamed as
America, and the threats and sabre
the “ cause of the disorder which has
rattling that inevitably precede our
reigned in the country since Inde
military adventurism, the Clinton
pendence.” This genocidal threat
Street Quarterly will examine what
pulled the Central American’s out of
has happened, and might develop in
their disarray, and he soon found
that region and country.
himself under attack from both north
and south. Killed by Honduran
forces when he tried another invasion
in 1860, his legacy is the rightful
suspicion most Central Americans
harbor
toward
their
northern
“ amigos.” Though further such
blatant U.S. imperialism in the area
wouldn’t occur until the turn of the
century, a pattern had emerged.

It was the era of the big stick, and
on the heels of the French failure, the
Panamanians werq pushed to secede
from Colombia and the canal that
cemented Yankee maritime power
was
completed.
Rebellions
in
Nicaragua
were
suppressed
repeatedly by the Marines, who for
several years served as an occupying
army until the Somoza dynasty was

power as the coffee oligarchy sought
an effective response to the uprising,
Maximiliano Hernandez Martinez,
had this to say of the deaths. “ It is a
greater crime to kill an ant than a
man, because a man is born again at
death, while the ant dies forever.”
Marti and many in the popular
leadership were executed, and others
were forced into exile or under

M

A COUNTRY
THAT’S
NEVER BEEN
LEFT ALONE

T

he territory of present day El

Salvador was conquered by
Spain in 1525. As no precious metals
were found, the country was left to
pay tribute from its small agricultural
production. Administered from then
distant Antigua Guatemala, its
indigenous peoples maintained the
pre-conquest system of communal
landholding, though some large
estates absorbed their land and labor
to grow such export crops as cocoa
and indigo. By the time of Central
American independence from Spain
in 1821, the Indian population was
one half its pre-conquest size.
Over the next 20 years, there were a
series of attempts to consolidate the
ex-colonies of Guatemala, El Salvador,
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IN EL SALVADOR IT BEGINS AND ENDS WITH COFFEE.
firmly implanted. The tiny republics
became known as the banana belt,
suppliers to an increasingly affluent
northern neighbor’s breakfast habits,
and the butt of bad jokes which
masked our imperial interventions.

ground. Military governments have
held power ever since.

T

he 1940’s and 50’s saw cotton

become a major crop, forcing
further concentration of land and
displacing many peasants to urban
he 1930’s depression had a
centers or to the little settled western
dramatic impact on America’s
forests of less populated Honduras.
working people But its reverberationsThe lid of repression was clamped
were more deeply felt in those coun
even firmer.
tries whose economies were built
After WWII, Guatemala saw the
upon exports. As coffee consump
end of the notorious 14 year Ubico
n the late 19th century, the Indian’s
tion fell, El Salvador’s coffee
dictatorship, replaced by demo
revenues dropped by 54%, which led
cratically elected Juan Jose Arevalo,
communal lands were abolished
a leftist. Though he laid a ground
in El Salvador and the country to a 50% reduction of wages and
massive
unemployment.
Local
work of reform, his successor,
opened to foreign investment, pri
efforts to organize workers and
Jacobo Arbenz, promised to be much
marily British. Coffee had become
peasants had been in the works since
more effective in carrying out
king. Unable to carry on century’s
the early 1920’s, and in 1930 a
desperately needed land redistribution
old agricultural practices, and
workers’
Party was founded by
and guaranteeing such basic demo
increasingly dependent on and
Farabundo Marti. So resistance
cratic principles as freedom of speech
impoverished by the large estates, the
among the popular sectors was
and assembly. That promise was dis
peasant Indians began to rebel. In
coordinated and relatively successful.
missed one evening in 1954 when a
1912, the National Guard was
Land was reoccupied and in some
CIA-orchestrated coup led by Carlos
formed to preserve order and protect
cases communal control was reinsti
Castillo Armas invaded Guatemala
landholder and capitalist invest
tuted. But the response was extreme
from Honduras and forced Arbenz
ments. By the early 1920’s, U.S.
repression, and finally a nation-wide
into exile. This was the Eisenhower
financiers had almost completely
insurrection was met with the
era CIA, led by Allen Dulles, who
replaced their British counterparts.
“ m atanza,” a bloodbath massacre of
with his brother, Secretary of State
The terms of their loans included the
30,000 — 4% of El Salvador’s
John Foster Dulles, had a long-term
stipulation that the U.S. have juris
population.
history as legal counsels and stock
diction over the Salvadorean Collector
The General who has risen to
holders, with the Boston-based
General of Customs.
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United Fruit Company, whose stake
in Guatemala (and Honduras,
Nicaragua and Costa Rica) led them
to play an inordinate role in the
country’s politics. This direct linkage
between corporate desires and
government policy has come to
characterize all US activity in the
hemisphere.
Though events elsewhere in the
world shook the American hegemony
slightly, the 195O’s saw U.S. power
operating on a scale only comparable
to the heydays of Imperial Rome and
Victoria’s England. The entire
Western Hemisphere was a scene of
domestic bliss for the Yankee capitalist,
with its immense reserves of untapped
resources and a labor pool and potential
market for finished goods that could
be groomed to their specifications.
The hidden cost, repeated interven
tions in local affairs, whether
through deployment of U.S. troops,
financing of military coups, or
simply
maintenance
of
loyal
strongmen was born by the American
taxpayer. While European and
Japanese capital rebuilt war demolished
industries with our aid, modernizing
such basic components of their
productive infrastructure as steel
manufacture and rail transportation,
our capital moved southward as
swiftly as its security could be
assured.

Out of this turmoil rose a new
force, the Catholic Church, which to
that point had been seen as generally
aligned with the oligarchy. In May of
1977, the Roman Catholic bishops of
El Salvador accused the government
of “ persecution of the church in the
name of anti communism.” A new
right-wing death squad, the White
Warriors Union, killed a popular
priest and threatened to kill all
Jesuits. Archbishop Oscar Romero
grew increasingly outspoken as the
lines became more clearly drawn.
“To announce the right of peasants
to organize themselves to defend
their interests and to obtain the
political order they want; to help
them achieve this change; to denounce
all kinds of abuses committed by
those in power or by their emissaries;
this is not communism or subversion.
It is an obligation derived from the
G ospel. . . ”

Vela: It’s a continuation of the 1932
struggle. Many have lived and
worked clandestinely since that time.
It’s the oldest popular insurrection in
Latin America, and it’s ready to
mature now . . . it has become truly a
mass struggle.
CSQ: What distinguishes El Salvador

from other Latin American countries?

THE COUNTRY IS
NOW AT WAR. IT’S
COMPARABLE IN
INTENSITY TO WHAT
IS HAPPENING
BETWEEN IRAQ AND
IRAN.

W

AMERICANS WHO
GO AS HUMAN
BEINGS. NOT IM
PERIALISTS. CAN
EXPECT A LOT OF
FRIENDSHIP FROM
SALVADOREANS.
IMPERIALISTS CAN
EXPECT A LOT OF
HATE.
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n the early 70’s, things simply got

dependent on exports.
Vela: Those same families control
most of it. Coffee is first and cotton
is number two. We are also the
largest industrial concentration in
Central America.
CSQ: What are your movement’s

relations with the other revolutionary
movements in Central America?
Your country had the “ Soccer War”
with Honduras.

hen Fidel marched into
Havana in 1959, even Time
and Life saw the demise of an
unsavory Batista regime as salutary.
But no sooner than installed in office
in 1960, John F. Kennedy began
unfolding a strategy (which included
the Alliance for Progress, a stronger
Organization of American States, the
Peace Corps, etc.) to meet and
contain the increasingly leftist Castro
THE ENTIRE CATHOLIC CHURCH WAS POLITICALLY SUSPECT AFTER
challenge.
ARCHBISHUP ROMERO WAS MUROERED FOR HIS OUTSPOKEH
Buoyed by the success of the Euro
STATEMEHTS
AGAIHST THE GOVERHMEHT.
pean Economic Community, the
Only 6 weeks before his assassina
U.S. encouraged the formation in
tion, as he conducted mass in the
1961 of the Central American
cathedral in downtown San Salvador,
Common Market (CACM). Foreign
the
once
conservative
prelate
investment in El Salvador leaped
committed the church to the struggle.
from $43 million in 1963 to $110
“ When all peaceful means have been
million by 1968. El Salvador’s indus
exhausted, the Church considers in
trial output grew at a rate of 12%
surrection moral and justified.”
annually during the 60’s, and with it
This effectively isolated the Junta,
emerged an urban middle class. Yet
which had seized power with tacit
the income disparity between the
U.S. support to appease the situation.
haves and have nots in Central
Composed of “ liberal” military men
America ultimately limited the
and soon to include the leadership of
demand for industrial goods, and
the Christian Democratic Party, it
hampered real growth. In 1969, the
proved to be unwieldly, ineffective —
short-lived “ Soccer W ar” erupted
in short, too little, too late. The level
between relatively advanced El
of violence committed by government
Salvador and poorer Honduras. It
troops increased dramatically. A
effectively ended the CACM dream
miniscule agrarian reform was an
and forced tens of thousands of
nounced along with a state of siege,
Salvadorean settlers to return to an
and another massacre began.
overcrowded homeland.

worse. Investors were lured with
tax-free zones and guarantees of nonconfistication, but the economy
didn’t rebound. The political opposi
tion to the military government grew
substantially, incorporating not just
workers and peasants but members
of the financially strained middle
class and small business sectors as
well. The hopes of those who
believed in the democratic path were
dashed when in 1972, Colonel Arturo
Molina, the oligarchy’s candidate,
was proclaimed president despite
what appeared to be a clear victory
for the National Opposition Union’s
Jose Napoleon Duarte. He im
mediately was forced into exile, along
with a number of union and political
leaders. The National University was
closed for twox years. Virtually the
same scenario occurred in 1977.
Demonstrations demanding new
elections resulted in clashes with
government troops that left hundreds
of civilians dead.

Vela: The wealth is extremely con
centrated . . . 14 families are very
powerful. They’re all intertwined.
For example, one family, AlvarezMeya, owns the brewery, the country’s
largest coffee mill, the major bus
line, vast amounts of land and is
linked into the banking and financial
structure.
CSQ: El Salvador’s economy is very

WHERE THINGS STAND NOW
AN INTERVIEWWITH THE
DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTIONARY
FRONT’S

CARLOS VELA

he Democratic Revolutionary
Front (FDR) has emerged as the
heir apparent, while the many faced
Juanta plays out its last hands. The
FDR represents the vast majority of
Salvadorean society. It governs where
it can, carries out a foreign policy,
and pushes for an end of the
oligarchy which has for so long
controlled the national life. They will
also gladly be rid of the U.S. and
other western investments which have

T

encouraged our inordinate involve
ment in their affairs.
An FDR representative, Sr. Ca.los
Vela, currently a professor of
engineering at San Francisco City
College, came to Portland recently
and graciously consented to an
interview. It was conducted in
English.
CSQ: What is the historical basis for
what is happening today in El
Salvador?

Vela: That's not a problem between
the peoples. It was the Honduran
capitalists who wanted to protect
their markets who started the war.
Their
right-wing
paramilitary
organization, the Manta Brava, was
unleashed against the Salvadoreans
who lived there. Many Hondurans
protested and protected Salvadoreans
during the war. In fact, I have cousins
who are Hondurans. We are working
to see something happen in El
Salvador, hut it’s all going to happen
. . . all the organizations see unifica
tion eventually.
CSQ: Then the Nicaraguans offer . . .
Vela: They only offer inspirational
value. But ultimately, the problem
can only be remedied through a
regional approach. Foreign invest
ment has forced a regional division of
labor. Salvador has the largest con
centration of petrochemicals and
plastics. Honduras specializes more
in textiles. The land needs to be con
sidered regionally; there are over
developed areas like Ei Salvador and
underdeveloped land in Nicaragua
and Guatemala.
CSQ: So you think that would be a

popular approach in those countries?
Vela: Yes. We have all the basic
ingredients that constitute a nation —
a common culture, religion, history
and geography.
CSQ: And a common enemy?
Vela: Yes.
CSQ: What would you say to North

Americans who wanted to travel to El
Salvador?
Vela: All Americans (hat have
travelled to El Salvador have received
a very brotherly reception. They have
been integrated into Salvadorean
society. Americans who go as human
beings, not imperialists, can expect a
lot of friendship from Salvadoreans.
Imperialists can expect a lot of hate.
CSQ: One theory holds that the U.S.

will intervene militarily
Salvador’s affairs.

in

El

Vela: There’s already been long-term
military aid and personnel — there
are 586 U.S. troops in El Salvador at
present — Marine advisors, a search
and destroy mission. They’ve partici
pated in repression and recently even
arrested some people, who they then
turned over to the government
forces.
CSQ: We hear talk of disappeared

people.
Vela: They disappear, then reappear
dead. There have been 80 civilians
assassinated daily under the current
Junta. This is a Pol Pot Junta, (note:
a recent Oregonian editorial, aping
the latest State Department line,
accused the “ extreme leftists” of
being a potential Pol Pot regime in El
Salvador.) They’ve used the excuse of
agrarian reform to provoke and
commit the massacre of 6,000 civilians
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since January.
CSQ: Who is the Junta?
Vela: The real power is held by two
men, Colonel Gutierrez and Defense
Minister Garcia. They were both part
of the Military Youth Movement that
staged the coup in October of last
year, but it was the U.S. State Dept,
which insisted that they be included
in the government. Both were past
presidents of ANTEL, the govern
ment’s communication system, which
is also a subsidiary of ITT. The
presidents have always been military
men. The original Military Youth
Movement attracted some indepen
dent, professional people. The
popular organizations posed five
specific demands to them.
(1) Freedom of organization . . .
(2) A minimum wage of $7.50 per
day, not the present $3 a day . . .
(3) Freedom for all political
prisoners. . .
(4) Disbandment of ORDEN (a
rightwing paramilitary group), the
National Guard and all repressive
fo r c e s...
(5) Tribunal for all military
officers
who'd
participated
in
massacre or torture . . .
Their response was massacre. They
couldn’t release the political prisoners,
because the prisoners could finger all
the guilty in the Junta. There are
mass graves that could be uncovered.
CSQ: So how would you characterize

the struggle at this time?

CSQ: How does the church fit into
all of this?
Vela: The majority of the church
which works directly with the
popular sectors has taken up the
banner of liberation. In fact, many
priests have joined the popular
organizations. On the other hand,
among the reactionaries, there is a
priest who is also Colonel Alvarez.
But for the most part, they’ve joined
us in the struggle.
CSQ: One thing that scares me is the
possibility of Reagan using El
Salvador as a close at hand, “ easy
vistory” to prove that his inter
ventionist theories are correct.
Vela: It’s not up to Reagan or
Carter, it’s up to the American
people. The majority of U.S. people
don’t want to be involved in a
Vietnam type war. We are confident,
we have a great faith that the people
of the United States will choose peace
over conflict with a friendly nation.
Strategically, democratic regimes are
more beneficial to the U.S. than cruel
dictatorships. A government that
commits genocide against a people in
the name of the U.S. is no friend of
the U.S. In essence, it’s your own
worst enemy.
CSQ: But what if Reagan goes ahead
and does it anyway?
Vela: Well, the three (military)
offensives the government has staged
have met with total failure. U.S.
intervention could only prolong the

DISSENT IN EL SALVADOR MEANS LITERALLY WRITING OUT ONE S
DEATH CERTIFICATE.
THIS STUDENT LEADER WAS
ARRESTED BY STATE FORCES
AND TURNED UP DEAD ON THE
STREET. THE TAG READS
"BECAUSE HE WAS A COMMU
NIST AND A TRAITOR TO HIS
COUNTRY.” VIGILANTES WERE
BLAMED FOR THE MURDER.
Vela: There is at present an economic/
structural crisis in El Salvador. There
was a 5.8% growth rate in 1977, 0%
in 1979 and -18% so far this year.
The oligarchy in power has depleted
all its raison d'etre. It has outlived
history. Our sources in the National
Bank estimate that they took out over
$1.5 billion out of the country in 1978
and ’79 . . . mostly to the United
States. There is presently 40%
unemployment and 86% underem
ployment. There are 3.1 doctors per
10,000 people compared to 1 soldier
per 25 inhabitants. They’ve had us
under a state of siege since March,
but it has caused the popular organi
zations to grow. Now marriages are
performed by popular committees,
roads are maintained . . . the govern
ment serves only for repression. All
sectors of the society, including the
church, middle and small businesses
have rallied together to fight the
oligarchy.
They’ve joined
the
popular forces in a strategic alliance.
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process. It would solidify the peoples
of Latin America. We have no reser
vations at calling for Latin American
solidarity. We’re preparing for a big
Vietnam in Central America if the
U.S. intervenes. And the internal
consequences in this country would
be substantial. There are 30 million
Latinos in the U .S ., MexicanAmericans and Puerto Ricans, who
have indicated a readiness to stop
U.S. intervention and mobilize them
selves.
CSQ: Tell me what you see in the

future. When you attain victory,
what kind of government do you see
developing?
Vela: The popular committees will
be strengthened so that they become
the real forces. It will be power from
the base up.
CSQ: But what will happen in the
cities?
Vela: The popular committees in the
cities are more advanced. The neigh
borhood organizations would move
to power.
CSQ: What about the economy?
Vela: The fundamental industries
will be nationalized, along with the
property of the 14 families.
CSQ: Would you continue to be an
export economy?
Vela: We will not try to exist in isola
tion, but rather strive for optimiza
tion. We’ll produce locally what can
be produced efficiently. We’re
willing to deal with all countries of
the world willing to respect our inde
pendence, and willing to deal with us
in a manner that will benefit our
society. We want relationships that
will benefit, not exploit the people of
El Salvador, all within a context of
strict non-alliance.
Right now, the Mexican govern
ment is our number one ally. Most of
the European countries, including
Germany, support the Revolutionary
Democratic Front in opposing the
Junta. Venezuela and Costa Rica saw
the Social Democrats lose power in

are well substantiated accounts of an
attack force being prepared for El
Salvador which includes the remnants
of Somozas forces, Hondurans,
Guatemalans
and
American
“ soldiers of fortune.” Those same
forces could as easily be unleashed on
the four guerilla groups currently
fighting within Guatemala.
Time is also running out for the
right-wing military group in power in
Guatemala. For years, violence has
been such a daily reality of Guate
malan life that you’d expect people to
grow numb. People do, but they also
harbor memories, and dreams of
quieter, better days. In 1970, the
Guatemalan people elected (from a
slate of military men), the vicious
General Arana, who had made a
name for himself by systematically
eliminating the rebel insurgency in
the country’s eastern section. It was
your classic law’n ’order vote. He
ruled with an iron fist, violence did
diminish some, but it continued to
grow from the right, and not without
his encouragement.
The greed of some landholders and
military men for the largely un
developed lands of the northern tier
led to resistance from the poor
Indians and mestizos who had begun
farming the land. In 1969, 102
peasant men and women were
machine-gunned to death in Panzos
for defending their lands. The regime
consolidated its hold by killing

THERE IS ONE SOLDIER FOR EVERY 25 INHABITANTS IN EL
SALVADOR. THE GOVERNMENT’S MAIN ROLE IS HOLDING THE
POPULACE CAPTIVE.
their national elections, so they are
now on the side of the right in this
struggle.
(note: The
consistent
support of the Costa Rican, Vene
zuelan, and Mexican governments
aided the Sandinistas tremendously
in their successful struggle against the
Somoza dynasty.)
The country is now at war.
Presently there are full scale battles
on four fronts, up to 10,000 soldiers
opposing one another. It’s comparable
in intensity to what is happening
between Iraq and Iran.
CSQ: How do the popular forces get

their arms?
Vela: There are massive deflections
to our side. And we’ve captured a lot
of vehicles and armaments. In
Tecoluca we captured an entire army
garrison. We are winning the military
struggle, and come what may, we will
win. We reserve the right to call upon
American Internationalists, just as
the Spanish did in their civil war.
That would be a real way to see El
Salvador.

campesinos, labor chiefs, university
leaders, and even priests. To top it
off they publicly assassinated the two
most visible left-moderate “ hopes”
for a democratic solution, Carlos
Fuentes Mohr and Manuel Colom
Argueta.
The same people who looked to
Arana for a “ peaceful” solution in
1970 are unsure where to place their
bets now. In a nation where even the
owner of a piece of an acre considers
himself a landholder, efforts to
topple the established order have met
with resistance and fear. But each
time the military unleashes further
barbarism, each time they murder
non-violent citizens who have simply
offended the rich, the choice becomes
more palatable to the majority who
are still afraid of change.
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hat the U.S. has tried to do

in
El
Salvador
and
Guatemala is not all reprehensible.
However the work to develop village
leadership and encourage coopera
tives is now being undone by the right
wing forces we armed and trained to
eliminate the guerilla “ threat.” The
s Sr. Vela has indicated, events
window dressing is now seen as so
in El Salvador, and the
dangerous that the entire store is
Central American region are moving
being razed.
along rapidly. In Guatemala, there
Not too long ago, I visited the

A
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mother of a friend of mine who had
been gunned down in his office for
his organizing efforts on behalf of
miners in the Huehuetenango area.
She was bitter, confused and fright
ened. His death wasn’t just another
distant statistic, but an object lesson
for all who’d known him. “ He was
such a good boy, so loving, so
respected,” she told me again and
again. His funeral brought out the
entire community, for he’d lived as
openly and classlessly as any indi

vidual thereabouts. She wasn’t sure
what could or should be done, but
knew that “ those responsible” would
be taken care of. As Carlos Vela
indicates, it’s up to all of us, for
finally it’s our government that has
propped up, militarily and finan
cially, these amazingly corrupt and
bloodthirsty regimes to protect our
“ interests” in the area. We’ve helped
create the moral climate which allows
any affected capitalist to simply blow
away his opposition.

Papa Haydn
Fine European Pastries
Beer Wine

TO FIND OUT MORE
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articularly valuable are the North American Committee on Latin America’s

(NACLA) Report on the Americas, available from Fifth Avenue News
downtown or United Front Bookstore at 2721 S.E. Belmont. Subscriptions:
$13/6 issues from NACLA, 151 West 19th Street, 9th Floor, New York, NY
10011. They provide enough background and detail for you to make better sense
of the daily “ information” you’ll be seeing more and more in the mass media.
A local group, formerly the Portland-Nicaragua Support Committee, now the
Portland-Central American Solidarity Committee has information and welcomes
your participation. Call 235-9388 or 288-2809. Write to P.O. Box 6443, Portland,
97208. They sponsored Carlos Vela’s visit to our fair city.
Finally, what should be an excellent conference, Human Rights In Crisis: Latin
America, will take place February 19-20, 1981 in Eugene. The event will feature
lecture/discussions on El Salvador, Nicaragua, labor rights, economics, anti
semitism in authoritarian regimes and Latin American culture. Information is
available from the Eugene Council for Human Rights in Latin America, 547 'A E.
13th, Eugene, OR 97401, 484-5867 or 342-4515.
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. . . is a Sunday morning classic—fresh-baked
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A VISIT WITH
WALLY PRIESTLEY
BY KEVIN MULLIGAN

he ONLY reason that the
L egislature exists, is
because there would be rioting in the
streets if the police cars had the
names of Pacific Power and Light, or
Weyerhaeuser, or Georgia-Pacific on
the side. So instead, they say City of
Portland, or State of Oregon. But 1
make no bones about it, where the
power is, and comes from, is in the
hands of companies in the economic
sphere, and not from the people in
the political.”
Strong words for a political can
didate in 1980. Even stronger when
you consider that they are from the
senior Democrat in the Oregon State
House of Representatives. But Wally
Priestley is not a soft-spoken candi
date, or Democrat, or politician.
Since first being elected to the
Oregon Legislature in 1962, Priestley
has been a rebel, a watchdog for the
peoples’ interests, and a royal pain in
the ass to his fellow lawmakers. He
has introduced legislation to forbid
locks on prison doors, lobbied to in
crease corporation taxes by 50 per
cent, and has been the Chair, Crew
Boss, and D ispatcher for the
/ ‘Truckers’ Potholes Can’t Be Filled
from People’s Pocket Books Com
mittee” to defeat the 1980 Gasoline
Tax Increases. He has been arrested
for trying to organize the United
Farm Workers, for opposing the
Vietnam War, and for staging a
blockade of the U.S. Navy in a rub
ber raft during Rose Festival week.
He is a political activist of the first
order. A devoted believer in civil
disobedience. And, judging by his
electoral success, a politician the
public wants . . and certainly needs.
Priestley uses his office, and
organizes his campaigns, to support
and publicize issues, not to stroke and
glorify the candidate. In the 1980
General Election he only spent about
a week campaigning for his own elec
tion, but logged many hours suppor
ting various ballot measures. Two of
his Salem staff aides, Peter Bergel
and Chuck Johnson, were directly
responsible for getting Measure 7, re
quiring permanent nuclear waste
storage sites and voter approval for
more nuclear sites, on the ballot. It
won. He fights to lower taxes
whenever possible, and consistently
leads referendum drives to allow
voters to decide their own fate. He
speaks out about racism, sexism, and
welfare rights. His is often a lonely
voice for ADC mothers, teenage
workers, and migrants. He bets the
underdog.
“ Here’s the deal,” he said, as we
sat in his Northeast Portland home.
“ I feel overwhelmed. 1 feel like an or
dinary citizen who is for the working
people. But I’m described and talked
about by the media as being alien to
their interests. Because of our
society’s structure I don’t have broad
connections. I talk to working class
people. I say, ‘Look, I’m busting my
fanny for you because you are
retired, or on welfare, or you’re a
woman being abused, or you’re a
homosexual being discrim inated
against on the jo b .’ ” Issues which
Priestley sees as being at the base of
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society’s problems. Working class
issues. Poor people’s issues. People
trying to live their lives without other
people’s morality interfering.
“ The Oregonian talks about issues
that the people are interested in. But
they never pass. You would think,
from reading the Oregonian, that
there were all kinds of things down
here (in Salem) that are in the
people’s interest. But none of them
ever pass. They are just introduced.”
“ I ’m just appalled at the amount
of non-representation that working
class people have at the legislature.
The labor unions, as an institution,
are very threatened by creating too
much disharmony with management.
They are kind of in bed together.
They have a sweetheart deal going.
And this puts me in a hell of a spot as
a legislator who would like to move
ahead of that, to put it in a state of
stress (labor-management relations).
So they dislike me too.”

The Outsider
Inside

off of his meager legislative salary
($12,000 every two years) and walks,
ta lk s , p e titio n s , c a m p a ig n s ,
organizes, and “ does politics.”
As we sat and talked in his North
east Portland house, one realizes that
it is more a political clubhouse than a
home. It is better suited for organiz
ing than entertaining. Little, if any,
food is ever cooked there, it would

"I feel overwhelmed.
I feel like an ordinary
citizen who is for the
working people. But
I'm described and
talked about in the
media as being alien
io their interests."

seem. There is no kitchen table or
refrigerator. The living room is
crowded with desks, maps, computer
printouts of election returns, books,
pamphlets, but very little furniture.
riestley is a native Portlander,
Though it was two weeks past Hallo
ween when I visited, a Jack-o-lantern
growing up “ downwind from
the slaughter houses” in St. Johns.was still on the porch, and the living
room was piled high with lawn signs
He graduated from Jefferson, did a
drying out for the next election.
tour in Korea, and went to college at
“ I was shocked by the election,”
OSU and Portland State. He has
(his first, in 1962), Priestley stated. “ I
worked as an electronics test
thought, ‘what a wonderful country
engineer, a tug boat dispatcher, and a
and society to live in if an ordinary
real estate salesman. But he no longer
citizen could be elected.’ And I
does any of those jobs. He now lives
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believed that I was going to make a
difference in the Legislature, when of
course I wasn’t .”
Priestley first ran for political of
fice because he saw himself as an “ or
dinary citizen” who was concerned
about the problems facing the city
and state. He felt that there were con
tributions which he could make.
Solutions he could help find. New
ideas he could offer. He soon found
out that the Legislature was not look
ing for an applicant with these
qualifications.
“ People have got to see that the
Legislature is BOUGHT and SOLD.
They talk about what is a ‘legal’ con
tribution. Every session we talk about
‘legal’ and ‘illegal’ contributions.
And every year I give a speech and
say ‘yes, we are against illegal contri
butions,’ but let’s not kid ourselves,
it’s the legal contributions that cor
rupt the place. That decides who has
the votes down there (in Salem). And
they always have the place stacked
two-thirds for them, and one-third
for us.”
The “ they” which Wally speaks of
are the major corporations, the finan
cial institutions, the media, forces
which are, according to Priestley,
“ directly opposed to the liberal
philosophy.” It is these groups, he
says, that control the legislation,
select the politicians, and direct the
future of society.
“ We have had people in the legisla
ture who have been very bright, very
good people. But they are driven out
by the mediocre. By lesser qualified
people. And they are financed by
Georgia-Pacific, and PP&L, because
they (the corporations) don’t want
someone who is terribly competent
Photo courtesy of Willamette W'eek
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and independent thinking in there.”
Twice the political ‘‘establish
ment, ” as Wally calls them, has put
together money and effort in at
tempts to defeat the middle-aged
Priestley. In 1970, Dr. Howard
Cherry, a long time Democratic
flack, successfully defeated him for
Priestley’s old seat in St. Johns.
However, after reapportionment dur
ing the 1970 legislature, Priestley suc
cessfully ran in the newly created 16th
district (highly Democratic, working
and middle class) and has held on to it
ever since.
In 1976 they ran Bill Wyatt, son of
former Oregon congressman Wendall
W yatt. W yatt had trem endous
resources and money at his disposal.
A private pollster. Paid door-to-door
canvassers. Three direct mailings to
everyone in the district. And the
media. But again, Wally’s loyal
voters stayed with him.
Without fail, the Oregonian and
Journal endorse his opponents, and
blast Priestly for “ not being effec
tive,” “ not serving the interests of his
district,” and basically not going
along.
“ People of much lesser compe
tence than myself are extolled as
paragons of achievement, and suc
cess, and ability.” His Republican
opponent in 1980, Brent Hamilton,
was endorsed by the Oregonian as
follows.
“ He has the ability to relate Na
tional and International problems
such as inflation and the nation’s
dependence on OPEC oil, to poten
tial state and local impacts and solu
tions. .. ”
As Priestley says, “ Well . . . we
don’t really deal with many interna
tional problems in the legislature.”
“ M ost c a n d id a te s buy an
election,” says Priestley. “ 1 have to
figure out ways of winning without
buying it. I try to figure out why peo
ple vote the way they d o .” For in
stance, during the recent election
Priestly conducted his own poll (he
does the design, mailing, and analysis
himself, rather than hire a profes
sional pollster) and discovered that he
was behind. “ However, I also dis
covered that most people were going
to vote for Measure 7 (banning more
nuclear plants until a safe storage site
can be located), and against Measure
4 (increasing gasoline taxes), so I tried
to identify with those issues.”

“ And every year I
give a speech and say,
‘yes, we are against il
legal contributions, ’
but let’s not kid our
selves; it’s the legal
c o n trib u tio n s th a t
corrupt the place.”
Unknown to nfost voters, Measure
4 was actually on the ballot because
of Priestley. “ I hate to boast,” he
said, “ but measure 4 was on the
ballot because in 1975, I initiated a
referendum to let people vote on
gasoline taxes, and they voted it down
then, just like they did in 1980. The
legislature had been heavily lobbied
to pass a gasoline tax, but they were
afraid to do it because they knew I
would refer it again. So this year I
tried to coat-tail the gas tax defeat,
and nuclear power, and I came out on
top again.”
Priestley pays for his independent
thinking. Despite the fact that he has
been elected to serve in every
legislative session, save one, since
1962, it was just this past election that
he was appointed to a committee
chairmanship (the House Committee

on Aging and Minority Affairs).
These political rewards determine
what legislation will be introduced
and are usually given out to members
in their second term. However, Wally
sees this as a mere token. “ This isn’t
a very important committee in their
eyes,” he says, “ and Ways and
Means will stop anything we do, but
we’ll see what we can get going.”
Priestley is labeled an “ odd ball,”
an “ anarchist,” a “ problem,” a
“ socialist,” and just “ weird.” It is
said that legislation with his support
is marked dead before it ever comes
alive. He is no longer lobbied. As he
strolls the House corridors in his
workboots and Mao jacket, most
other lawmakers avoid him like the
plague.

m onth,” says Priestley. “ This is a
very macho thing, and it just doesn’t
happen. Like with football and this
circus of athletics. The notion of be
ing number one. These people chant
ing WE’RE NUMBER ONE! W E’RE
NUMBER ONE! This is a new thing,
about ten years ago or so. And this
focuses in on the national..macho. It’s
going to be absolutely catastrophic if
our country has to be number one.
But there isn’t any of the media that
talks about our getting along with

other people, and helping other peo
ple, and sharing our wealth. No, this
is a planned thing. The multinational
corporations, and politicians, and
media, are all in this together.”
And Wally Priestley is in there with
them. Fighting. Speaking out. Peti
tioning. Marching. Getting in the
way. Reminding “ them” not to be so
greedy. Running his shoe-string cam
paigns. And always being political.
Because, as he says, “ it’s all politics
. . . isn’t it?”

PORTLAND CENTER FOR
THE VISUAL ARTS
PRESENTS

The Triple
Crown

DENNIS OPPENHEIM
THROUGH JANUARY 4, 1981

owever, if Priestley’s elections,

H

petition drives and occasional
habit of answering his phone in Salem
with, “ Working for the revolution
. . . Wally speaking,” are a thorn in
the side of “ the establishment,” his
1976 election damn near drove them
up a wall. He not only won re-’
election to his House seat over Wyatt,
but was also elected to the Portland
School Board and the Multnomah
County School Board. One election,
three seats. Out of the pan and into,
the fire.
In 1976-77 the Portland School
Board, along with the Portland
School System, was in the process of
going down the tubes. Money was
Oppenheim Installation Under Construction
Photo: Maryanne Caruthers-Akin
short, the schools were in a state of
intellectual decline, and charges of
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE
racism about the District’s busing
MICHAEL
GRAVES,
A
rchitectural
draw ings and models,
program were being voiced. Today
December
11-January 9
the situation has cooled off somewhat
AGNES
MARTIN,
Paintings,
January
10-February
15
because of the actions of the Black
HAROLD
JACOBS,
Recent
Collages
and
Sculpture,
January
12United Front, the election of new
members to the school Board, and the
February 15
firing of the School Superintendent,
the late Dr. Robert Blanchard.
PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE (Call PCVA for Ticket Inform ation)
However, Priestley doesn’t see much
ALVIN LUCIER, New Music, Friday, January 9, 8 p.m.
real change in the schools and doesn’t
DEXTER GORDON, Jazz, Monday, January 19, 9 & 11 p.m.
have much hope that there will be
DAVID BEHRMAN, E lectronic M usic, Wednesday, January 21,
any.
8 p.m.
“ People have a democratic view of
the world that just doesn’t exist” he
Support Contem porary Art in Portland Join PCVA
■says. “ They feel that their kids can be
A ctive Mem bership $15.00; S upporting Mem bership $26.00
educated and be a success. It was
(through Septem ber 1981)
never true. It isn’t true today. There
C
lip
th
is
ad
and
receive
a
free
poster
w ith your m em bership
is little or no upward social mobility
through education. We deal with this
Portland Center fo r the Visual Arts
myth of the public schools. That the
117 NW F ifth Avenue 97209
people who are in charge, are the
public, when the reality is that these
(503) 222-7107
multi-national corporations decide
G allery Hours: Tuesday-Sunday, 12 p.m.-5 p.m.
what is public policy. They decide
Closed Christm as and New Year’s Day
what money gets spent on. And they
are, quite frankly, not supporting our
schools. They do not support it and
say ‘look, we need money for the
Portland Public Schools, and we are
going to get the Oregonian, and the
media behind this, we are going to
have a businessmens’ club to help
raise money, we are going to meet,
and gather, and drum up public sup
port to pass this tax measure,’ but
they don’t do it.”
“ The public asks, ‘W ho’s to
blam e?’ The media says ‘The
citizens.’ Hell no! Never was. If Equi
table Savings and Loan, and the U.S.
National, and all of these people were
behind it, we would have support for
our schools.”
Ultimately, Priestley is a proponent
of
th e
th e o ry
th a t
“ th e
establishment,” or “ ruling class,”
are a rather homogeneous lot, with
different styles and approaches
perhaps, but with interlocking in
terests and concerns.
‘‘It’s a conscious decision how peo
ple are excited about Iran, or our
power in the world, and what the
position of the United States is this
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POLITICS OF PORN
Send $1 to cover postage & handIing

£ 0 NQHT
BY CARLIN CHRISMAN
We walked into the shop’s other
room, the darkened one with little
booths labeled with short summaries
of the movies contained within: “ Bighen I was 16, I peered cau
Titted Blonde” and “ White Man,
tiously at Adult Bookstores
Black Girls.” Though we were very
and Peek-A-Ramas as my
careful not to look into the booths,
and could feel eyes upon us as we
bus rolled down Third Avenue, we
vowed that 1 would go in to see what
walked down the aisle. Ducking into
it was all about the day I turned 18.
a booth labeled “ Two Transsexuals
Several years later 1 had still not
Get It On With Hitchhiker,” we saw
entered one. I decided, though, that I
a nonsensical piece featuring people
couldn’t very well talk about feminist
with both penises and breasts.
and neighborhood groups’ reactions
to porn shops without taking a look
Back in the main room, the clerk
at the shops themselves. I found a
told us he didn’t know what the mon
friend willing to go porn shop hop
thly profits of the shop were. He did
ping, and we jokingly dubbed our
explain that we wouldn’t find any sex
selves the Southeast Portland Inves
with animals or children in this or any
tigative Team. We imagined sneering
Oregon shop, though it was legal in
at the proprietors and leaving our
California. “ All the models are over
card — “ S.P.I.T. was here.”
18 and everything is simulated,” he
us.
assured
Maybe we were just trying to

A Trip to the Porn Store

W

muster bravado. Our first stop was
The .Adult Center Book Store on
Hawthorne. A heavy wooden door,
then a curtain, and we entered a
small, square room with magazines
lining three sides with a counter on a
raised platform occupying the fourth.
The young, longhaired clerk ignored
us. We quickly surveyed the shop and
noted the various sections: white dol
ly porn, racial porn, brutality porn,
gay porn, etc.
We moved closer and began to
scribble down the titles. We were
most interested in the brutality porn,
with titles like, “ Bound Beauty Ach
ing for Sexual Release,” “ Big T—He
Raises Red Welts on White Ass,”
“ Hot Fox Bondage.” The pictures
were all variations on the same theme
— women as victims, bound and
gagged, wearing contraptions around
their genitals, suffering but enjoying
it. It’s a common theme, and any
woman who goes to movies, watches
television, reads magazine ads, will
recognize the male fantasy — that
women enjoy violence against them.
Here in the local neighborhood porn
shop, the message is the same; it’s
just that the merchandise is more bla
tant.
The racial section (“ Black Clits,
Tits and Ass” or simply “ Black and
Yellow” ) was also full of the bondage
theme. For several minutes, we stud
ied a magazine called “ Cherry Blos
soms — The Very Best in Oriental
Bondage.” We couldn’t figure out
what the tool was being used to pull
at a Japanese woman’s nipple, but
the picture made us very sad.

For comparison, we hit one more
shop. It was similar to the first one,
although the two shopkeepers made
us show our ID. They weren’t as
friendly, either. “ These ladies are old
enough to be in the store, strange as
that may seem,” said the younger
one. “ My, my,” the old man said,
leering at us and showing his missing
teeth. “ The older they get, the
younger they look.”
A bit disconcerted, we scanned the
shop. Much the same kind of mer
chandise, but here we found books
with a political twist like “ Neo-Nazi
Tormenter! Prison Camp Books
Whores in Nazi Uniform,” and
“ Mussolini Sadist.” Under the shop
keepers’ watchful eyes, we looked
over the lesbian porn, remarking that
it was, of course, a male image of les
bianism — two women with makeup
and high heels getting it on with a
dildo. The gay male pornography
seemed much less violent than the
heterosexual porn.

morrow, I doubt that rape or wife
beating statistics would decline.”
Deierdre English, in the April issue
of Mother Jones, “ The Politics of
Porn,” is critical of the efforts of
.he pornography industry is fac
groups like Women Against Pornog
ing renewed opposition these
raphy in New York and its sister
days from extremely diverse in
branches in other cities for their hope
terest groups. For feminists, it isthat “ by changing pornography they
simply one more example of the
can reform the sexual nature of
social legitimization of anti-woman
men.” What is needed, she suggests,
attitudes, and has become a focal
is to withstand the forces —
point for drawing public attention to
mysogyny (woman hating) on the one
violence against women. Neighbor
hand and moralism on the other —
hood groups consider it bad news be
that seek to dominate erotica. She
cause it deteriorates property values
proposes women pornographers —
and brings vice into the community.
“ or eroticists, if that sounds better,
And fundamentalist Christians see it
to confront mysogyny with new, non
as a sign of the moral decay of our
sexist images.
society, along with the gay rights and
pro-choice movements. But those
English and other feminists assert
seeking an easy buck find it a profit
pornography or erotica serves a
that
able industry, whose annual earnings
purpose for many women by
useful
now exceed those of the record and
rejecting sexual repression and
movie industries combined.
hypocrisy. Ellen Willis says, “ If
feminists define pornography, per se,
Feminists recognized pornography
as the enemy, the result will be to
as an element in the pattern of vio
make a lot of women ashamed of
lence against women. Its connection
their sexual feelings and afraid to be
with rape, wife-beating, incest, and
honest about them. And the last thing
other expressions of unequal power in
women need is more sexual shame,
relations between men and women is
guilt and hypocrisy, this time served
expressed in the feminist slogan,
up as feminism.”
“ pornography is the theory, rape is
the practice.” It is seen as physical
Part of the confusion about what
assaults they encounter every day. Its
to do with pornography has to do
existence is a constant reminder of
with the attempt by many to distin
guish between “ good” erotica and
oppression.
“ bad” pornography. However, says
At the same time, the pornography
Willis, “ these attempts inevitably
issue fills many feminists with ambiv
come down to, ‘What turns me on is
alence. As Ellen Willis points out in
erotic; what turns you on is porno
The Village Voice, “ It is men’s hos
graphic.” ’
tility toward women — combined
The current legal definition of ob
with their power to express that hos
scenity, rendered by the Supreme
tility and for the most part get away
Court in Miller v. California in 1973,
with it — that causes sexual violence.
is material “ that the average person,
Pornography that gives sadistic fan
applying com m unity standards,
tasies concrete shape — and in
would find . . . as a whole, appeals to
today’s atmosphere, social legitimacy
the prurient interest,” material that
— may well encourage suggestible
“ depicts or describes, in a patently
men to act them out. But if Hustler
offensive way, sexual conduct and
were to vanish from the shelves to
material that, “ taken as a whole,
lacks serious artistic, political, or
scientific value.”

Feminists and Fundamentalists

T

Wendy Kaminer: “We cannot ask the
government to take up our struggle for
us. The power it would assume in
order to do so would be far more
dangerous to us all than the ‘power’ of
pornography.”

Neighborhood groups fighting
porn shops in their area may take
heart at the thought of community
mores being a basis for deciding what
is unacceptable pornography, but
feminists cringe at the thought that
this may lead to a witch hunt of their
publications. Ms., for instance, as
toned down and respectable as it may
seem to many feminists, has been the
victim of attempts in a number of
states to restrict distribution or ban
the magazine outright. The danger of
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censorship’s double-edged blade is
seen by feminists and civil libertarians
alike, though somewhat different
conclusions are drawn. Nat Hentoff
of The Village Voice criticizes anti
pornography feminists for trying to
do violence to free speech and de
clines to join in the boycotting of bus
inesses profiting from porn, saying
that it “ is hardly a proper pursuit for
someone who values diversity of ex
pression.” And Wendy Kaminer, an
attorney and activist in the feminist
movement against pornography, in a
recent Nation article writes:
“ Legislative or judicial control of
pornography is simply not possible
without breaking down the legal prin
ciples and procedures that are essen
tial to our own right to speak and, ul
timately, our freedom to control our
own lives. We must continue to orga
nize against pornography and the
degradation and abuse of women, but
we cannot ask the government to take
up our struggle for us. The power it
would assume in order to do so would
be far more dangerous to us all than
the ‘power’ of pornography.”
Demonstration and Regulation

Citizens have expressed their con
cerns to Commissioner Charles Jor
dan, District Attorney Hari Haas,
and grassroots community organiza
tions like Neighborhoods Against
Crime (NAC). They say the porn
shops detract from a cohesive, plea
sant environment, that they bring
crime and dangerous types into a
neighborhood and that property
values decline and the neighborhood
atm osphere deteriorates. NAC’s
Outer Southeast Coordinator, Sherry
Sylvester, says citizen groups are for
ming to see what can be done about
business licenses being granted sur
r e p titio u s ly to p o r n o g ra p h y
businesses. “ In the South Tabor

To confront the misogynist content of
porn, Deierdre English suggests that
women make their own.
neighborhood, the citizens granted a
variance to what they were told was a
computer shop,” she says. “ It turned
out to be a porno movie distributor.
But now that it has started operating,
there’s nothing they can do about it.”

n Portland, the struggle against
pornography has taken a variety
of political shapes. The most wellOne route that citizen groups are
organized activity is taking place in
exploring as a means of dealing with
the neighborhoods, where citizen
the spread of porn shops is land-use
groups are becoming more vocal in
protesting the continual influx of
planning to limit the density of “ un
desirable” businesses in neighbor
adult book stores, peep shows, and
hoods. This “ divide and regulate”
lotion studios, often caused by rising
approach was first tried in Detroit,
downtown rents. In the past two
where city officials set out in 1962 to
years, about thirty such businesses
prevent the development of more
have opened, and there is no sign that
“ skid rows” by subjecting certain
the trend will abate. It’s happening all
businesses to a conditional permit
over the country.
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process. Two key standards deter
mined the basis for the permits: first,
none of the adult-type businesses
would be permitted within 500 feet of
a residentially zoned area and, sec
ond, no such business would be per
mitted with 1,000 feet of any two
other regulated businesses. The ap
proach has been termed successful by
some, because it sets clear standards
for the type of businesses to be regu
lated, and because it has been upheld
by the Supreme Court as constitu
tionally acceptable. The method is
also being explored in Portland.
Commissioner Jordan told a citizens’
meeting on Nov. 11 that he is in the
process of developing such an or
dinance.

However, it does little to control
the growth of the porn industry, so
that a business which is zoned out of
one area can just as easily open in
another. Thus, it fails to address the
victimization of women and connec
tions with violence, but merely sets
guidelines by which this abuse will be
tolerated.

CITY
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Mail to:
A Woman's Place
2349 S.E. Ankeny
Portland, OR 97214
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This perspective on pornography
was evident again at the Nov. 11 citi
zens’ meeting called to discuss con
cerns and strategy. Moral Response,
a Christian-based political action
group which targets liberal politicians
for defeat, was represented. One of
the speakers was Drew Davis, a right
wing fundamentalist Christian who
ran his successful campaign for State
Representative on his opponent’s al
leged homosexuality, solely based on
her expressed support for gay rights.

1 attended the Saturday, Nov. 22,
picket of The Flick Adult Bookstore,
the first in what the citizens’ group
plans to be a regular series of pickets.
The turnout was large; about 75 peo
ple marched up and down in front of
Filth and Property Values
the store at 82nd and Fremont, carry
ing signs like “ Keep Our Neighbor
t has become apparent by talking
hood Decent,” “ Our Children De
to some of these citizens that their
serve a Moral Environment,” "“ Por
concern has less to do with the
no Breeds Filth,” and “ No Nudes Is
mysogynist attitudes expressed in Good News.'’ Most were appeals to
pornography and more to do with a
standards of moral decency with

I
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“ moral response to the filth that is
oozing into our neighborhoods,” as
Alan Green puts it. He is chairperson
of a citizen group that recently
formed to fight the opening of The
Flick Adult Bookstore on N.E. 82nd
Avenue. Green, a Mormon, empha
sizes the offense to moral decency
which the shop represents, comparing
it to “ a beast excreting on your
lawn.” He claims that such busi
nesses are “ gathering points for
homosexuals who go in for prospec
tive mates and engage in suspect prac
tices,” and that prostitutes at the
nearby motel solicit customers so
near neighborhood residences that “ a
man got propositioned while waiting
to take his wife home from a Tupper
ware party.”
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some concern over reduced property
values. Nowhere did I see a sign ad
dressing pornography’s brutality or
abuse of women, although The Ore
gonian quoted one picketer as saying,
“ This kind of thing is totally degrad
ing to all human beings. We feel this
represents child abuse, woman abuse
and just plain human abuse.”
Jean Gordon, NAC’s Inner South
east coordinator and a spokesperson
for the community-level protest of
porn shops, is somewhat concerned
about the tendency to moralize the
issue but also believes “ it is increas
ingly evident that these groups do
have a broad base of support, that
they aren’t just a bunch of reaction
aries.” Gordon herself approaches
the issue with a feminist perspective
and sees pornography as an example
of how popular culture perpetuates a
negative image of women.
Guerilla Graffiti-ists

hile the neighborhood citi
zens have so far mounted the
most organized campaigns
against porn, their activities are
means the only response. Feminist ac
tion has taken the form of “ small
groups that surface and disappear,”
says Lisa Siegel, form erly of
Women’s Nightwatch, which has
organized activities such as the “ Take
Back the Night” march in Portland in
1979.

W

Feminist groups have picketed the
Lipman Wolfe store and the Galleria
to protest sexist and abusive adver
tising and are responsible for the
message “ Women’s blood is spilling

. . . fight back!” painted on the
downtown sidewalk where a woman
was stabbed last summer.
Several years ago a team of guer
illa graffiti-ists was very active in
Portland, making night forays to
deface sexist billboards and porn
shops about twice a month during
their heyday. I was fortunate enough
to track down and talk to one woman
on the team.
Susan (not her real name) said the
attacks were loosely structured; about
three people constituted a team. They
dressed in dark clothing and drove
around at 2 or 3 a.m ., looking for ob
jectionable billboards or porn shops.

Why did she stop? Well, for one
thing, the hours were lousy!” she
laughs. “ But if you hear about any
one doing it, let me know.”
Strange Bedfellows

This story shocked one man in the
audience,
who exclaimed, “ 1 think
his October, the National Law
that’s
despicable.
Violence against
yers Guild in Portland present
women is one thing, but destroying
ed a slide show and discussion
on developing strategies to deal effecprivate property is another.” A
woman in the audience who correctly
tively with pornography. The slides
took him for a law student told him,
showed abusive images of women
“ I was in law school myself and 1
presented in the media, the most
remember
that one of the first prin
memorable being a Hustler cover
ciples drilled into law students’ heads
is the sanctity of private property. I
think you’ve been so impressed by
this that you’re failing to consider the
sanctity of women’s bodies.”

T

The pictures were variations on the
same theme — women as victims,
bound and gagged, suffering but
enjoying it.
Then they would paint or stencil mes
sages like “ This exploits women,” or
“ Stop rape,” and quickly disappear.
by no
“ Part of the reason we did it was
the constant hype, the intrigue,” she
admits, “ but mainly we wanted peo
ple to think about these institutions
we live with which violate women’s
integrity and project an ideal stan
dard for beauty that causes a lot of
conflict in women. Those billboards
reached a lot of people and subtly in
fluenced how they think and feel, but
the companies, like Black Velvet,
only care about tjieir sales. We felt we
needed to make some positive state
ment to show that we wouldn’t just
sit back and tolerate it.”

against the Rolling Stones Black and
Blue album, but the record company
refused to acknowledge these com
plaints. Finally, women began enter
ing record stores with razor blades in
their purses and slashing the offend
ing album covers.

photo of a sleek pair of high-heeled
legs disappearing into a meat grinder,
with a plate of hamburger at the other
end. The show pointed out a trend
toward stronger, more brutal or more
exotic material in pornography, and
the use of violent images in fashion
advertising; brutality chic, as feminist
Robin Morgan calls it.
In the discussion that followed,
civil disobedience was suggested as
one way to combat anti-woman por
nography. Ruth Gundle, a Portland
feminist attorney, described one ex
ample of this tactic. A huge letter
writing campaign was mounted

Warner Brothers was more taken
with these efforts and finally signed a
precedent-setting consent agreement
stating that they would refrain in the
future from such abusive advertising.
Pornography is a complex and
emotional issue, and no one method
of dealing with it is going to be effec
tive or endorsed by all. It’s an issue
that has created strange bedfellows,
and it seems impossible that feminists
can, or would want to, coalesce with
fundam entalist religious groups,
since their analyses of the problem
are so strikingly dissimilar. In the
long run, the most radical and effec
tive strategy will be to educate people
to struggle and change the unequal
power relationships that exist be
tween men and women. We can then
hope that some day porn will “ wither
away,” as Ellen Willis says, “ along
with the state, heroin, and CocaCola.”
—

BELONG
KBOO is a community radio station
serving the Portland area, southwest
ern Washington, and the upper Wil
lamette Valley. KBOO is supported
directly by listener subscriptions,
other community donations and
grants. KBOO carries no advertising
and has no institutional connections.
You can support KBOO by becoming
a subscriber.
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December 19-20, Lew Jones with Don Keith;
December 26-27, Liquid Blues Band; January 2-3,
Full Circle; January 9-10, Blue Plate Express;
January 23-24, Muddy Bottom Boys.
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K-B-O-O because they play more
jazz, blues and popular black music
than any station on the West Coast
. . . ” Then with a chuckle he adds,
“ .. .The only American music.”

n retrospect I realize why as a kid I

I

loved equally the music behind my
Saturday morning cartoons, Ray
Charles on the AM, the Supremes
and Cannonball Adderly: it really is
music from the same source, and no
one demonstrates that as clearly as
the Art Ensemble of Chicago, who
came to Portland November the sev
enth for a concert at Reed College.
They bill their production as “ Great
Black Music — Ancient to the Fu
ture.” Their bassist, Malachi Favors
Magoustous, describes it this way:
“ We have made a bridge in black
music, a bridge between jazz, rock,
spirituals, African music, all kinds of
black music. It’s all in there; you can
hear it if you listen.”
“ . . . if you listen . . . ” Listening is
the most important part of group im
provisational music, both for the
musicians and their audience. The
music performed by the Art Ensem
ble (all original compositions by
group members) is new and unusual,
but they present it with such drama
and awesome technique that I was im
mediately captivated, eager to listen
and to learn.
The expectant crowd at Reed was
already on its feet cheering when the
Art Ensemble finally appeared. The
group looked a little weary when they
took the stage, but they lined up,
drew a deep breath, and remained
poised until the crowd became quiet.
Then they pivoted slowly into posi
tion and picked up flutes and drums
to begin the first piece. They were
dressed in costume, as usual (“ We al
ways like to put on something special
that removes us from the ordinary,

Above: The Art Ensemble’s Famoudou Don Moye. Far right:
Lester Bowie (Photo: David Gahr)
dad was a trumpet player
and singer in his youth, the
son of a boiler-maker in Depression
time L.A. who spent his part-time
earnings on music lessons. Eventually
the war, a family and the need to earn
a living caused him to abandon his
hopes for the music business, and
those dreams were packed away for
his first-born to pick up . . . What my
dad wanted was for me to grow up to
play like Benny Goodman . . . At
eight years of age I began studying
the clarinet, and later played in
school bands and a rock and roll
combo called ‘‘The Rivieras” (blue
blazers, white socks, Night Train and
Louie, Louie: 1 thought I was on my
way). I practiced every day and
my dad took me to hear Duke Elling
ton and Cannonball Adderly. Jazz
was my goal, the music that inspired
me, but I never learned much about
the conditions that make it what it is
until I put away my horns and started
reading.
Of course my dad steered me to

Benny Goodman, Glenn Miller, Stan
Kenton and Dave Brubeck. He had
the right idea: a chubby, aging Benny
Goodman becomes America’s jazz
ambassador to the Soviet Union play
ing riffs he copped from Charlie
Christian, a guitar-playing black
genius who died years earlier of TB at
age nineteen. An American boy
doesn’t need his father to show him
the advantages of being white. But
most of my jazz heroes — Sidney
Bechet, Johnny Hodges, Coleman
Hawkins, Lester Young — were
black. And even though Lester him
self said that his biggest influence was
Frankie Trumbauer, a white soprano
sax player, and even though everyone
knows that there are legitimately
great white, yellow and brown jazz
musicians, the jazz tradition has been
fo rm e d p r im a rily by b lac k
Americans.
On his Saturday afternoon jazz
show on KBOO, George Page used to
play a plug taped by Charles Mingus.
‘‘When I’m in Portland, I listen to

THEIR GLEAMING
BANKS OF
INSTRUMENTS RANKS OF GOLDEN
HORNS, RACKS OF
BELLS AND
GONGS, DRUMS RIVAL THE DETAIL
AND BRILLIANCE OF
THE ALTAR IN A
CATHOLIC
CHURCH.
that evokes a sense of spirit” ), and
from their first eerie notes they held
us all under that spell.
Their gleaming banks of instru
ments — ranks of golden.horns, racks
of bells and gongs, drums — rival the
detail and brilliance of the altar in a
Catholic Church. Around the musi
cians all the sounds of the world are
arrayed, and they browse among
them purposefully in order to create
their statement. They are kind of
priest-like (to carry the altar image
further), because their performance
makes manifest and puts the audience
into communication with a higher,
what you could call more sacred
order . . . The reason most commer
cial music is little more than harmless
distraction is because pop music gives
a listener only what he already
knows, while more serious music
aims for something new and illumi
nating. “ We’re into communicating
with the audience, sure, but we also
want to put a message to them . ..
We want to make sure the whole
world finds out about creativity
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through our music.”
Don’t get me wrong, though. This
music isn’t spacy, dull or pretentious;
it’s fun. The young crowd at Reed
was still dancing and shouting even
after the Art Ensemble left the stage
at close to midnight. True, it was
definitely an “ art” crowd, but one
that likes its art loud. It was mostly
white, of course, but that doesn’t
worry the Art Ensemble, as Famodou
Don Moye explains: “ We don’t pi
geonhole our audiences or where they
are coming from. I don’t worry about
the composition of the audience as
long as the seats are full.” And the
seats and aisles at Reed were full of
happy people, having fun. This uni
versalizing character is an important
part of the Art Ensemble’s music: the
arena for their “ Great Black Music”
is the whole world.

standards in strange keys and at
breakneck tempo in order to show up
those musicians who couldn’t “ cut
it.” This exclusive, almost secretive
approach (due in part to a feeling
among black jazz musicians that
white players would steal their ma
terial) has contributed to a hierarchi
cal and soloist-dominated style in
contemporary jazz.
The Art Ensemble, on the other
hand, doesn’t work from a soloist/
rhythm section format. The Miles
Davis who leaves the stage when he
isn’t soloing (“ . . . because there’s
nothing for me to do” ) has no place
in the Art Ensemble’s style, in which
any player may take a lead, lend voice
to the collective dialogue, or provide
percussive backdrop for the others.
Their individual voices surge out of,
then fade back into, the everychanging stream of sounds. Each
member plays many instruments, not
just one, and in performance they all
subordinate themselves to the group’s
musical ideas. You can see them
he Art Ensemble of Chicago is
working hard at their ensemble ef
fort, watching each other, listening.
one of the most important
Their
drive to surprise, to lead each
groups playing jazz today. What
other,
is the kind of competition
they’re doing is new and exciting, and
through which a position, not just an
to understand why this unusual and
ego, is advanced.
artful blend of black music is having
the impact it is, it’s useful to talk
about their approach within the con
text of other jazz music.
Contrary to the impression I got
from their early albums, this isn’t the
crazy, full-blast (and often angry)
free jazz introduced by Ornette Cole
man, although it comes out of that
tradition. . . . When groups began
playing “ fusion” in the late 1960s, it
usually meant an electric blend of
jazz, funk and Afro-Cuban that was
pioneered by Miles Davis and later
became characteristic of Weather
Report. But the Art Ensemble devel
oped another style of fusion, an
acoustic primarily improvised, multi
instrumental sound that ranges from
shouts, gongs, bells and pantomime
through funk and jazz to John Cage
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improvised (variations on themes
rather than simply running the
changes). This demands intense con
centration. Often Bowie plays long,
hot passages by actually sounding on
ly a few notes out of the hundreds he
fingers and blows without releasing
the air, carrying the audience through
a breathlessly punctuated silence and
leaving the impression of great
strength in reserve.
In fact, the music affected the
whole crowd dramatically. It made
them moan and keen along with the
strange African flutes, and when the
band rolled out of a wild dissonance
— stretching harmony and rhythm as
far as they could go — into a getdown funk beat, the crowd was com-

THERE'S
SOMETHING IN
THEIR WORK FOR
THE TOTAL PERSON:
MIND, HEART AND
BODY.

TRUE, IT WAS
DEFINITELY AN
'A RT" CROWD, BUT
ONE THAT LIKES ITS
ART LOUD. IT WAS
MOSTLY WHITE, OF
COURSE, BUT THAT
DOESN'T WORRY
THE ART
ENSEMBLE. . ,
and other “ New Music.” In fact,
they use all these elements at once,
and what they create is not so much
“ songs” or “ tunes,” but a smooth
flowing journey of themes. As they
wove their tapestry out of hundreds
of instruments, 1 was reminded of the
Dali Lama I’d read about who could
carry on ten conversations at once.
In comparing their approach to
other jazz forms, one of the most im
portant differences lies in the rela
tionships among the musicians. Com
petition has been an outstanding ele
ment of traditional jazz music. The
stories of famous “ cutting sessions,”
at which Lester Young out-played
Ben Webster, or Charlie Parker out
played Lester Young, etc., are legion,
and that intense competitiveness is
said to be a spur to creativity and ex
cellence. Part of this lore is the story
of Parker’s early humiliations on
stage in Kansas City and the subse
quent woodshedding which contri
buted to his fantastic technical facil
ity. Not surprisingly, Parker’s later
Be-Bop groups were known to play
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At intervals during the perfor
mance, Lester Bowie, who wears a
long white chef’s coat to let you know
he’s interested in cookin’, sat on a
chair amid his wailing colleagues and
cocked his head appreciatively at
their artistry, giving us in the audi
ence a model of the perfect listener.
“ We don’t want people to sleep,”
says Bowie, “ we want them to wake
up.” It was impressive to witness the
pleasure Bowie took in the music
around him, music the group tries to
change for every performance in or
der to keep it fresh for themselves as
well as their audiences.
Bowie can take the time to appreci
ate as well as perform because there’s
so much room to stretch out in these
com positions, which are ch ar
acterized by a free-wheeling yet judi
cious use of space. “ . . . my philo
sophy is, whenever you interrupt that
space in a confident, secure manner,
then music happens,” reedman
Roscoe Mitchell says. Although parts
of their compositions are written,
much of what they play each night is

pelled to shake ass by drummer Don
Moye slamming the essence of funk
into their spines. There’s something
in their work for the total person:
mind, heart and body. The Art En
semble has a liberating effect on its
audiences because this group isn’t
afraid to play anything, whether it be
straight-ahead bop, vaudeville-like
waltzes, or rhythm and blues. Their
strength gives them the expressive
freedom possible when an idiom is
mastered for the purpose of making a
new meaning available to the world.
The Art Ensemble is indeed changing
the shape of jazz in many ways.

jazz-the sound of surprise. That’s the
kind of music I always wanted to
make, the kind I hear in my head any
way, those free-flying variations on
the sound around you and the rhythms
of your body. But I didn’t find the
means to make it myself, and when I
quit the people around me were into
words and ideas instead, so I was led
into learning the means for another
kind of flight. That’s why a commu
nity of interest, support and belief is
so crucial to the development of new
art forms. The Art Ensemble of
Chicago found its inspiration in, and
was nurtured by, just such a group of
like-minded, dedicated musicians.
In Chicago in 1961, Joseph Jar
man, Rosecoe Mitchell, Lester Bowie
and Malachi Favors got together in a
group organized by Muhal Richard
Abrams, a big ensemble called the
Experimental Band. They spent their
time writing and playing new music,
trying out ideas and influencing each
other. From this group emerged the
Association for the Advancement of
Creative Musicians, whose aim was to
set up a place to exchange ideas and
play experimental compositions in
concert. This was a serious venture,
and each participating musician was
required to give one solo recital each
year and to present original composi
tions for group performance. They
even started a school for younger
musicians. Out of this supportive en
vironment the Art Ensemble’s coop
erative approach to performance de
veloped. This is yet another reason
why theirs is serious music: they not
only compose and perform in order
to communicate a sense of collective
history as well as personal creativity,
but they are dedicated to teaching and
sharing their knowledge besides.
The Art Ensemble has had a good
deal o f ‘success in Europe, where the
band solidified its direction and per
sonnel and found its first major au
dience and recording successes. This
has often been the case for black jazz
musicians. Since its return from
Europe in the early 1970s, the Art
Ensemble has amassed impressive cri
tical ratings: No. 1 Jazz Group, 1980
Downbeat Critics Poll; No. 1 Jazz
Artist Influencing the ’80s, Musician
magazine Musicians Poll; and Best
Jazz Artists, 1979 Rolling Stone
Critics Poll. Robert Palmer calls
them “ the most important jazz
ensemble of the Seventies.” But it has
taken them many years of dedication
and integrity to hold to their vision
while other jazz artists were cashing
in on more lucrative forms. The Art
Ensemble has built up its audience,
not capitalized on one created by in
dustry hype. Today you might say
that they have arrived. Is this the
reason they came back to the USA,
then? No, as Joseph Jarman says;
they came back “ because we are
African Americans. This is where we
get our sources.”

be an American when nothing much
else does. Maybe only in America can
white people feel so close to and share
so much with this primarily blackinspired music. Like all great art, this
“ Great Black Music” has much to
teach us. Even with Reagan’s dance
of the dying white men cued up on the
next turntable, the Art Ensemble can
sometimes speculate that I quit
still say with confidence, “ It may
playing music because I never
learned to improvise well; I just have taken years for us to develop the
couldn’t soar, and playing got to be following we have now, but we’ve got
a whole lot of years ahead for us to
technical drudgery. Improvisation is
fin ish s p re a d in g a sense o f
the definitive characteristic of jazz,
creativity. ” Q
and it’s improvisation that makes
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FIGHT
BY KATHERINE DUNN

ou buy into
“ B” time with
your ticket to a
boxing match. It’s another zone
where all the gut wrench, tear trigger
possibilities of a thousand brightheart stories are distilled in high oc
tane three minute doses. This sport
penetrates sophistication and obli
terates gloss. You forget everything
but the intensity of this sometimes
hilarious, always fearsome, and
. beautiful drama.
Wrestling in the pro ring is exquis
ite theater. The bad guys are vile and
the good guys are boring until they
get pissed off and aren’t so nice any
more. But wrestling is ritual melo
drama with the stakes vague, and we
only believe as much of it as is conve
nient.
In the genre of lone endeavor the
aesthetics of Tai Kwon Do or Karate
are immediately apparent, and tan
gled up with their exotic origins. It’s
not so easy to recognize boxing as
spirit strong and pretty. We get it
mixed up with playground beefs
and barroom brawls. We get
confused by plastic media
violence. We wince and
shudder and take offense,
turning our backs on our
own powerful core of
tradition.
But it’s still there.
It will always be
there. And boxing
has it all, bizarrely
untainted by media
or the astounding
money it spawns.
The game is as real

as blood, and the players are hungry
and hard and scared.
Every cliche begins in a moment of
elastic truth, and we come to the
source with a shock of recognition. I
tell you there are Trans-Am blondes
out there, wrapped in silver-lame,
and knee deep in cowboys. The war
rior on leave from his jack-hammer
gives odds to the permanent gleam of
the rent-a-tux. The corner man sweats
love if his fighter has heart. Not a
single face in this crowd could be con
vinced that a Parisian restaurant
would be more entertaining than this
bouncing hodge-podge of relentlessly
genuine Americana. There are no
average people at a boxing match.
The ring is lit and the crowd catches
the shine. For my money, profession
al boxing is the best show in town.
The crowd comes in high and ready
for anything. They never know for
sure what they’re going to see. Fight
ers come in from all over the country,
some with
reputations
and
plenty

without. Any promoter can tell you
it’s hard to make matches. Some
manager in Oakland wants a fight for
his boy, he’ll tell you on the phone
that this is the incarnation of Rocky
Marciano. You get him up here to
fight a good kid and it turns out it’s
M arciano’s grandfather instead.
Your boxer goes to sleep waltzing
with him because he wouldn’t want to
hurt an old man, and the crowd boos.
Even a guy with a good record, 15
wins, no losses, 10 knockouts — you
don’t always know who he was fight
ing — maybe that same elderly rela
tion of Marciano’s every time.
And it can go the other way, too.
You got a nice boy wants to come in
from the amateurs and build up slow,
you book him with a guy you don’t
know who’s only had one pro-fight
and he lost. Turns out this character
is a hyper-active cyclops and he eats
your fighter alive starting at the toes.
The crowd loves it but your very pro
mising young fighter decides to enroll
in welding school the following day.
You get some stinkers where you’re
promoting a good fight and some
thing happens. Larry Frazier of Seat
tle, for example, is due to meet Vern
Johnston of Forth Worth, Texas.
Both proven fighters with very good
records. And then Frazier hurts his
back and doesn’t show. Now you dis
cover that Frazier has a reputation
for these disappearing acts. All you
heard before was what a fine boxer he
was. But you’ve got to whip in a
substitute.
“ Razor” Ramsey is around and
he’s always good. Rumor has it that
he’s been invited to fly to New
Orleans to be a sparring partner for
Roberto Duran. Unfortunately Razor
Ramsey just got a job at Boeing and
doesn’t want to give it
up so he turns down
the big chance. But
he’s available
for regional
matches and you

know Vincente Hernandez is doing
the circuit right now so you make
some phone calls and set up a match
where each boxer has only two days
to get ready.
And the crowd knows all these
things, or feels them, and likes the
surprises. Because you get a lot of
good matches and some that are so
pretty you’ve got to shout. And this is
where it all starts. Portland and Seat
tle and Boise, Fort Worth and Hobo
ken and Baton Rouge, all over the
country in matches like these, in big

BOXING HAS IT
ALL, BIZARRELY
UNTAINTED BY
MEDIA OR THE
ASTOUNDING
MONEY IT
SPAWNS.
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dim halls like airplane hangars with
hot dogs and beer and little kids jig
ging in the aisles, and a lot of laugh
ter. This is where the records are built
that take fighters to the higher, thin
ner air breathed by major contenders
and champions. There
might, on any
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night, be
another
Amos “ Big
Train” Lincoln,
another Ray
Lampkin,
another Oregon
boy getting started
on a long journey.
And there are some
bad fights. And even the
bad ones are good, like
Audie Murphy Westerns
with Dan Duryea grinning

THE
GAME IS AS REAL
AS BLOOD, AND
THE PLAYERS ARE
HUNGRY AND
HARD AND
SCARED.
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evil in a saloon.

he big guy with
th e b u ilt- in
laugh and the
ten inch cigar;
“ Did you see Skippy Torreo the
night he got pissed off fighting that
loud-mouthed bastard with the red
mustache?”
And his buddy nods,
“ Le Beau? You mean Le Beau?
The way Skippy jumped him on the
floor and then kicked him all the way
out of the ring even with the ref
climbing on his shoulders?”
They’re both laughing now.
“ Torreo chased Le Beau into the
dressing room and would’a murdered
him if their wives hadn’t busted in
and stopped it.”
“ They yanked their licenses, ya
know. Neither guy can ever fight
again.”
“ Well, that’s right. T hat’s what
needed to be done. But it was funny.
And if I ’d been Torreo I’d have done
the same thing. But it wasn’t boxing
and the commission was right to pull
their cards.”
lan Webb came
into the ring
before the main
event on the night that Ramsey
fought Hernandez. The crowd yelled
when Webb was introduced. He
waved and marched around the ring
with his hands up. The crowd knew
him. And Webb pats Ramsey on the
back and wishes him . . . What? Split
knuckles? A goiter?
The three W ebb/Ramsey fights of
’79 are already legendary. Race Wars,

looking
for it. Oh,
there are times —
you got a dinner for two
at the Ringside riding on
your man and you’re not actually
grieving when the other guy starts
bleeding at the eyebrow in round one.
Or, you know, some guy
gets up there — you got nothing on
the match, you don’t know either
fighter, they’re both out-of-towners
— and just one guy will strike you
wrong. A guy shows a lot of himself
up there without knowing it or mean
ing to — and you decide you don’t
like him. Well, a guy like that gets cut
and you’re not much worried. Maybe
you’re even pleased. But in general
blood messes up a fight. It’s like you
go to a play and the stage collapses. It
may be entertaining but it’s not what
you’re there for. Or a horse pulls up
lame in the first turn. The horse loses
the race but it doesn’t prove that the
other horses are faster.
“ That O ’Grady vs Watt fight in
Glasgow this month was a good ex
ample. Two good fighters. I was for
Watt myself, and Watt was ahead on
points. But O ’Grady was good. He
was making Watt work and O ’Grady
himself had some very nice stuff. A
real boxing match. Then O ’Grady
gets cut over the eye and naturally
Watt works at it some more — well —
that stopped the fight. But even those
Glasgow fans, much as they love
Watt, didn’t like to see it end that
way. They would rather have had
their man take O’Grady clean. But
men bleed. T hat’s a fact of life.”

some call
them. You
hear a lot of
versions of
those fights,
and they’re all
good. The fights
took place in the old
Ice Arena before it was turned into a
toy store. The story goes that in the
last of those bouts strange things hap
pened. There were power failures at
strategic moments. Webb was a
bleeder, and every time he got cut and
was looking sad, like magic the lights
would go out. It just took a couple of
minutes to get them back on each
time but the crowd stomped and
screamed. It was only a couple of
minutes of darkness, but a minute is a
lot of resting breaths to a tired
fighter. Two minutes in the corner,
especially in the dark, can stop a lot
of blood, put a lot of pressure on a
cut, ice a lot of swelling. Even with
Webb bleeding they wouldn’t stop the
fight. The crowd wouldn’t let them
stop it. They threw buckets of beer in
to the ring, there were beefs and
brawls all through the audience and
afterwards in the parking lot. Ramsey
won, of course. Ramsey is a better
fighter. Maybe. Webb doesn’t think
so. Webb thinks to this day that he
could take Ramsey. And it wasn’t
Webb who shut down the power. We
all know where Webb was when the
lights went out. Webb is a courageous
guy. They were great fights. A shame
if you didn’t see them.
ea g er
he
woman ques
tioning her hus
band as she has all night;
“ But Jerry, what happens when
they throw beer? Do the judges get
wet? I mean, they’re right there at
ringside. And buckets of beer
flying?”
“ Oh, they don’t sell those paper
buckets anymore, just cups. And no
body’s going to waste a mixed drink
throwing it. Besides they had to crack
down on security.”
“ But when they did, Jerry? What

0 ^'

did the
judges do?”
“ Well, they’d just
pull their coats up over
their heads and crawl under
the tables.”
“ Under the tables? Actually under
the tables? I’d love to see that!”

romoter Fred
McNalley was
naturally em
barrassed when the Frazier/Johnston
bout fell through. He offered the con
solation that the fans would probably
see more action in the Ram sey/H er
nandez fight. He said the Frazier/ Johnston match would have probably
ended in a knockout in the second or
third round, but that wouldn’t hap
pen in the substitute match. He said,
“ Ramsey isn’t that kind of fighter.”
Ramsey’s manager, Mike Morton
agreed with him.
But Ramsey’s opponent, Hernan
dez is a wily customer. You look at
him and tell yourself that he’s got no
illusions. You imagine that he’s fight
ing for his kids; that he got the call
two days ago and will be back in the
cannery tomorrow with a little extra
in his pocket for winter shoes. But
Hernandez is the ex-Welterweight
champion of Mexico. He’s lost to An
dy Price, Lenny Hahn, and Kelso’s
Steve Chase in the last two years, but
he’s definitely a man to take serious
ly. An official slipped the word to
Ramsey before the fight started,
“ You better try to finish this guy in
the first three rounds, because if it
goes the distance you’ll have real
trouble with him.”
Taken all together it seemed to rile
Ramsey. And he decided to prove
Mr. McNalley was wrong.

he guy who
knows;
“ Oh yeah,
Blood. They scream for blood and
they scream against blood. But blood
is a pain in the ass. No real fight fan is

he twenty-one
year old Robert
Newcomb has
been away from boxing for four
years. He’s a man with responsibili
ties, including a four year old child.
It’s fitting that Newcomb’s profes
sional debut was a miniature classic
of its kind. The strict discipline and
training instilled in the Olympic and
Golden Gloves Amateurs has pro
duced excellent professional boxers
for decades. And for each one there is
an inevitable cold bath moment when
he steps into a pro ring and finds that
the rules may be the same on paper
but the game itself is different. His
trainers must have been telling
Newcomb precisely that for some
time but there were still a few sur-
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prises for the ex-Golden Gloves
Champion.
Repeatedly during his bout with
Chavez, Newcomb would stop in
stantly when the referee called for a
break from the clinch. Amateurs are
penalized for delaying a break and
Newcomb’s reflex was to clear imme
diately, throwing his hands into the
air to demonstrate that he was disen
gaged. His reward for disciplined
sportsmanship was a volley of body
blows from Chevez who took advan
tage of Newcomb’s dropped guard to
deliver a few that had been delayed
previously.
There is no training for the actuali
ty of the bout. Sparring, no matter
how intense, is never the equivalent
of knowing that the other guy is sin
cerely out to damage. Every match
teaches more in itself than any train
ing can. So there were bound to be a
few crucial lessons for Newcomb in
his first pro fight.
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ut he w on,
M am a. You
don’t have to

cry.”
“ This is not crying. When he loses
you’ll see crying.”

A LITTLE
DEFENSIVE
HISTORY

1 have these well-meaning friends
who are embarrassed by my interest
in boxing. They take Karate lessons
and assure me (usually in whispers)
that if 1 need an outlet for my hostile
feelings thee is ample physical contact
in a study of the Martial Arts — by
which they always mean the Oriental
forms of self-defense. When 1 pa
tiently explain that 1 am an American
of Irish descent and feel more com
fortable with the Western tradition,
less pretentious, if you take my mean
ing . . . they claim that the Oriental
forms have inherent advantages simp
ly from the hundreds of years of tra
dition behind them. This appalling ig
norance in other-wise well educated
people has finally tripped my fuse . . .
Boxing was old when it was includ
ed in the first Olympic games back on
the original Mt. Olympus. Boxers

were among the most honoured ath
letes in Periclean Greece. Jason of the
Golden Fleece was a famous boxer.
Herodotus talks about boxers in
Scythia and Persia as well as Egypt
and Greece. Thucydides considered
boxing the ultimate physical and
mental discipline. Homer speaks of
boxers with respect. There are friezes
in Greek ruins that date back twentyfive hundred years showing boxers in
stances identical to those used by box
ers today. The Romans took up box
ing from the Greeks but we don’t
hear much about them because lions
and crucifixion are so much more col
orful. It became a lower class techni
que as time went on. The Greekworshipping English institutionalized
boxing in their public schools, not in
an attempt to democratize a sport
that had been dominated by slum folk
for so long, but because the discipline
and training were so deeply revered
by the classic civilizations.
Modern boxing is as close to Greek
boxing as running a Marathon in Adi
das sneakers is to doing it barefoot.
Most of the changes have come along
in the last fifty years. The old bare
knuckle fights lasted until one man
either conceded or was knocked out.
The longest match scheduled today is
15 rounds of 3 minutes each with a
minute between rounds.
It was bare fists for 2500 years.
Then somebody decided that skin
tight leather gloves would offer the
fighter a lot of protection, and that
very quickly developed into the rela
tively humane padded glove in use to
day. Training techniques have im
proved just as nutrition and hygiene
have effected stature and longevity,
but the basic forms of the fight are
the same as they always have been,
because boxing, like its Oriental
counterparts, evolved directly from
the capacities and necessities of the
human body.
Certainly a person trained in either
boxing or karate has a distinct advan
tage over a thug in an alley. So does a
little old lady with a bloody mind and
a ten inch hatpin. To my knowledge,
and according to acquaintances
whose knowledge is much broader,
there has never been an acceptably
definitive match between, for exam
ple, a karate master and a boxer of
comparable training and capacity.
There is the business of foot usage for
one thing — feet definitely come in
handy — but if karate is not more ef
fective on a strictly top-end basis
there are serious questions involved.
In all likelihood a purely top-end
match arranged between genuinely
comparable practitioners wQuld have
even results.
The choreography of the Oriental
forms is always intriguing. The dra
matic poses and the slow graceful
movement of practice are very beauti
ful. They were designed and insti
tuted as a disguise when all defense

and attack forms were banned in their
countries of origin. The practitioners
went underground and continued to
teach, but they put the movements in
to slow motion for practice purposes
so they could claim it was a dance if
they were seen by the wrong people.
Television aside, actual karate is per
formed at high speeds and with im
pact. It’s interesting to note that in
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LITTLE BALD
HEADED TRAINER
CAN WAVE A BIG
CIGAR AND USE
TIN-PAN ALLEY
LANGUAGE TO
GIVE YOU
EXACTLY THE
SAME MESSAGE
YOU'D HEAR IN
THE TEMPLE OF
THE FALLING
BLOSSOMS.
actual championship karate bouts the
primary stance for maneuvering and
defense as well as an attack base is
very similar to the erect, arms up,
chin in posture of the boxer.
Those who argue that the ritual
forms are philosophies that improve
all other aspects of existence, conve
niently ignore the fact that among the
Kung Fu saints there were also many
like I He C h’uan (Literal translation:
Righteous and Harmonious Fist), the
grubby, sleazy, but undeniably skill
ful master of Tai Kwon Do, who did
his best to take his students’ money
and then not show up to teach them.
He was usually found in the lowest
bars, knee deep in his own spilled
lunch. He was known for his ,foul
breath, his filthy tongue, and his
habit of going through his students
pockets for money in the dressing
room while they were out on the
mats. He would have been at home
drinking gin in a dark corner with
Sonny Liston. A guy you wouldn’t
care to take home for dinner, but a
hell of a fighter. The point is simply
that these people, like all others,
come sweet, nasty, mediocre, and ug
ly. What mattered was how good they
were at what they did.
These anti-ethereal remarks are
meant, not to cast disparagement on
the practice of Oriental forms of self
defense, but to remind us that they
too have earthy and practical sources
and purposes, and to offer a foothold
for the re-examination of the value of
boxing — in itself as old, as physical
ly and spiritually demanding, as

beautiful, and as rewarding as its
Eastern counterparts.
The aims of a boxer’s training are
speed, mobility, and the optimum
strength for body weight and main
tenance of fluid movement. It is a
discipline whose every purpose is to
foster conscious intelligence in the
most critical situations; to override
the instinct toward wild and uncon
trolled violence in favor of alert reac
tion to constantly changing cir
cumstance.
Do I actually need to point out that
you don’t have to light candles and
assume the lotus position to medi
tate? Thirty minutes into a heavy
workout a boxer’s alpha pattern is in
distinguishable from that of a medi
tating monk. A little baldheaded
trainer can wave a big cigar and use
tin-pan alley language to give you ex
actly the same message you’d hear in
the Temple of the Falling Blossoms.
You don’t have to whisper to speak
the truth. Lao Tzu could tell you that
a good fry cook becomes one with the
spatula. A karate master, if pressed
for the truth, would have to admit
that hardening the hands is, ultimate
ly, to make them effective weapons.
Well, the cock fights are gone, no
more dog fights, no bulls, nobody
packs a pistol. The mountain men
caught out in the wrong century are
mostly in jail or on their way. The
frontiers now are explored by
machines and money and the remote
control brains of the brief-case and
cardigan crowd. Our meat comes
packaged and we’re offended by
blood and ashamed of our own
sneaking lust for it.
We’re soft, we’re fat, and we are
what the bitter young would label
‘Phony.’ I don’t call it that myself, it
seems more the tight thin confusion
of yet another human extremity. The
race lacks the knack for moderation.
Having reached this plateau of
development we carefully strive to
disassociate ourselves from the stuff
that made us the grand bozos we are.
Luckily we’re never completely suc
cessful at that either. The deep heart
stuff stays, try as we will to disguise it
and pretend we never needed it any
way. It finds places to live and stay
strong and when we stumble on those
places we recognize them immedi
ately. A place like that you can get
food and beer and your kids are
welcome, and the show is very good,
even when it’s bad.
The fan: “ Sure, I’ve seen them
both fight other guys on other nights,
but I’m still not betting. It’s chemis
try in that ring, see. And any two men
facing each other at this moment
create something different than they
would at any other moment, or than
either one of them would with any
body else in the world. What they
make, in there together right now has
never existed before and never will
again in just the same way.” H

Chocolate Moose
Mon.-Sat. 11:30 am-1 am
Sun. 4 pm-midnight
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211 SW Ankeny
222-5753
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BOXING, YOU
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ROBERTO DURAN
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STAYER, HE HAS
HEART, AND HE'S
A FIGHTER.

Wed. night is poetry night—host Walt Curtis
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THE

FIGHT
BY KATHERINE DUNN
hat’s how the marquee of the
Paramount Theater read on
Tuesday night. Everybody who
knows what a fight is knew that THE
FIGHT was the re-match for the
WBC Welterweight Championship
between Robert “ Stone Hands”
Duran of Panama, and challenger
Sugar Ray Leonard, the nice Ameri
can boy. Make no mistake, this is a
clearly biased account. This reporter
is an impassioned Duran fan. At
twenty and twenty-five dollars a seat
for the closed circuit T.V. screening,
the Paramount was crammed to the
balconies so high that they’re called
“ The Gods.” There were a fair
number of Duran people climbing in
to their seats before the fight. There
were fewer Duran fans leaving after
wards. But the Leonard supporters
were in a strange state, too.
Something happened Tuesday night,
an event somehow shocking to every
one who witnessed it no matter where
their loyalties lay. The crowd coming
out was too numb to argue, too con
fused to do much more than head
home and wait for the newspapers to
explain what it was they had seen.
Public interest had erupted after
the spectacular upset in June in Mon
treal. In that fight Leonard tried to
deal with Duran on his own terms,
toe-to-toe, flat footed, abandoning
much of his evasive footwork. It was
a conscious attempt to take Duran in
Illustration by Stephen Leflar

a way that would eliminate any ques
tion of Leonard’s right to the title.
Leonard failed in Montreal. If he had
fought the same way in the re-match
he would have failed again. After
Montreal the controversy was of
another kind. Howard Cosell, (the
Boulder Dam of media schlock, the
fence-hopping unplumbed reservoir
of sentimental mis-information) did
his best to drum up doubts about the
referee’s work in the match, claiming
that Duran was consistently allowed
to use head and shoulder butts, low
blows, and other foul tactics which
evidently only Cosell could see.
Leonard himself, following the fight,
said he had no complaints about the .
actions of the referee. Yet in inter
views just before the Nov. 25 re
match, Leonard and his manager An
gelo Dundee made constant refer
ences to Duran’s dirty fight tech
niques. Reminders from Duran’s
camp that in 74 professional bouts,
Duran has never been docked for a
foul were ignored.
With the black beard jokes —
Leonard and Dundee wearing false
whiskers to interviews to protest that
Duran’s beard scratched his oppo
nents face and cushioned his chin
from blows — and the usual fire and
blood auto-suggestion common to
boxers in preparation for a major
contest, Leonard arrived in the New
Orleans Superdome confident and at
the top of his form.
He danced. He ran. He danced.
And Duran stalked after him as
Duran always has. Let it be said in
Leonard’s behalf that there were
some actual clashes in the ring that
night. Whenever Duran caught up
with him Leonard delivered blows
and took some and escaped a few.
But for ninety percent of the strange
ly condensed time in this bout,
Leonard stayed as far away from
Duran as possible. When Leonard’s
pre-fight plans were announced, to
fly, to stay on the balls of his feet,
Duran’s response was, “ T hat’s fine.
But he’ll have to stop to hit m e.”
The first two ro u n d s were
Leonard’s on points. He came in on
bird strikes, pecking blows that did
no damage but counted up points.
His jab is fast and his feet are faster.
He didn’t stick around to deal with
any aftermath much less offer a
serious combination of his own.
Duran was patient, not bulling in
after Leonard. Pre-fight worries on
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Duran’s behalf were centered around
the m an’s tremendous pride, his im
patience, that he would be unwilling
to stand and force Leonard to bring
the fight to him. By round three it
was becoming obvious that Leonard
was not going to operate on a C.O.D.
basis. Duran started to go for him.
And Leonard ran. It was the third
round when Leonard tripped and fell
in the corner — Duran backed off im
mediately — Leonard recovered
quickly. 1 called that an even round.
Rounds four, five and six found
Leonard circling, running, a flying
tap and then evasion, an occasional
tight moment when Duran trapped
him and delivered the summons.
At the bell for the seventh a flurry
from the officials revealed that there
was a broken board under the ring
near Duran’s corner. The referee an
nounced that it was not too severely
damaged to continue and that there
were men beneath the ring at that mo
ment repairing it. Round seven was a
shocker. Not because of any blows
delivered but because Leonard was
evidently feeling so totally in control
that he could afford to “ Hot Dog,”
the jeering, taunting horseplay of the
schoolyard. It was the old “ You can’t
catch me, I’m the Gingerbread M an”
routine. Ali invented the style but nett
in this petty form. I’d always figured
Leonard for more class than that. It’s
an interesting effect, to stand off at a
safe distance and sneer. It makes you
look better than you are. It might
even make the judges think that
you’ve been more effective than you
actually have.
I thought at the time that Duran
handled it well. It scared me at first. 1
thought Duran might lose his temper,
go roaring in wildly, but he didn’t.
He stayed calm and tight. He’s a pro
and he’s seen all that before. But my
buddy Poontar says, “ Duran should
have walked to the ropes at that
point, leaned on them as thought he
were going to order a drink, and then
beckoned Leonard over, invited him
to come and join him for a bit of
fighting.” And I think Poontar is
right. That would have made it clear
exactly what value should be placed
on a gingerbread boxer. But Duran
has never been a showman. His atten
tion has always been on the ring and
what happens there. He knew what
Leonard was doing. He knew that
Leonard knew, and for Duran that’s
what counts. He has never played for
the crowd.
But 1 see that as the turning point.
There’s a lot of talk about Duran be
ing humiliated by Leonard, about his
pride being so lascerated by
Leonard’s disrespect that he couldn’t
take it. But that’s not how it looks to
me.
Seven ended and eight began, and
eight went on in the same long
distance style as all the rest. A few
furries, a jab, a lot of dance, some
taunting. Duran trapped Leonard
briefly and used the momentary con
tact effectively before Leonard was
gone again. It was two minutes and
forty-four seconds into the eighth
round when Duran suddenly waved
his right arm at the challenger and
walked away. Nobody knew what
was happening. Leonard looked con
fused, jumped forward and landed a
couple of blows, notably (though I
haven’t seen or heard anybody men
tion this) a left to Duran’s back in the
kidney area. The referee separated
them. Duran waved again, and once
more walked away. A stunned second
later Leonard realized that the
unimaginable had happened. Roberto
Duran had quit — in the middle of
the round.

The m edia
w anted to
paint it as a
disgrace ...
but Duran
sang a n d
partied
im m ediately
afterwards.
His trainer,
Freddy
Brown,
growled,
“You’d think
h e ’d won the
fight.”

predictable welter of personalities
that make up the world of boxing,
you would have sworn that Roberto
Duran has guts, he’s a stayer, he has
heart, and he’s a fighter. PoetAficionado Tom Smario says, “ A
dog is a dog from the tip of his nose
to the end of his tail, just so is Rober
to Duran a fighter.” What could
possibly make this man quit?
The judges score cards at that point
in the match show Leonard just
slightly ahead. There was no apparent
injury or disability in either fighter
right up to the final moment. Duran
seemed to be functioning normally.
He was not cut. He did not appear
tired. Though the T.V. camera focus
ed primarily on Leonard after the
fight, the brief glimpses of Duran
f you’d offered outrageous odds
showed him alert and with unim
before the fight that precisely this
paired movement.
would be the result, you would
The audience, the officials, the an
have been laughed out of any bar in nouncers, and Leonard himself were
the world. If you could say anything
confused and shocked by what had
with certainty in the flaming, un
happened. Heavyweight Champion

I
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Larry Holmes was at ringside with
promoter Don King and the an
nouncer. Holmes said, “ A fighter
may not answer the bell — but he
finishes the round. You don’t quit in
the middle of the round. 1 can’t
believe it. But I wasn’t up there. I
can’t know what was happening to
Duran or what pain he might have
been in.” To his credit, Don King
refused to speculate about a re-match
but he did talk immediately about
Duran’s pride — what the nature of
Leonard’s tactics might have done to
him — perhaps frustrating him to the
point of throwing it away. Then word
came from Duran’s dressing room
that he had been paralyzed by cramps
in the stomach, upper torso, and left
arm. Duran’s people say that the pain
began in the fifth round and became
disabling by the eighth. So there it is,
Duran says he had cramps. And very
few people believe him.
The doubts are partly the result of
Duran’s reputation. He’s fought all

his life, from a tough childhood in the
slums of Panama City through
seventy-four professional bouts. His
will and power are legendary. His on
ly loss before Tuesday night was to
Esteban De Jesus, and it made him so
angry that he vowed never to lose
again. He did, in fact, beat De Jesus
decisively in their re-match. Duran
hates to lose and everybody knows it.
And then there’s the nature of the
sport itself. Boxing is one of the most
anarchistic sports in the world. Every
boxer is an individual contractor,
dealing through his manager with
promoters, and other boxers and
managers. The World Boxing Associ
ation and the World Boxing Commis
sion are loosely federated organiza
tions with state and community box
ing commissions usually, but by no
means always, adhering to their
standards. It is a licensed sport be
cause it was originally illegal, and
there is a constant awareness that
public opinion must be mollified by
Illustration by Stephen Leflar
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Duran was supposed to be.” A lot of
people are enjoying the feel of the
word “ Disgrace” on their honorable
tongues. The IRS is suddenly sen
sitive about all the good American
money this foreigner has siphoned off
to Panama. A lot of people feel in
sulted by what Duran did. They don’t
think he did it for an extra packet of
bucks. It takes us a while to under
stand these things. This is the un-cola
world — we’re a long way from the
barrios that produced Duran. But the
knowledge is seeping up to us that
Duran threw something in our teeth
that night.
1 keep seeing Leonard leaping to
the top of the corner post in a burst of
amazed joy at a victory so sudden —
so effortless — so much less painful
than he could have anticipated.
And then there is Leonard in the
frenzy of the moment rushing over
and hugging Duran. Duran, who
definitely does not like him.
It’s a strange thing. Leonard is a
very fine boxer. The Leonard/Beni
tez match must have been one of the
most technically beautiful bouts im
aginable. And today Sugar Ray
Leonard is once again the WBC Wel
terweight Champion. Roberto Duran
turned and walked away from him in

I JUST WON
EIGHTY BUCKS
ON LEONARD
AND I'M
ASHAMED!
ASHAMED! ALL
HE DID WAS RUN
ALL NIGHT!"
the eighth round of the fight. But
people go on asking Leonard what
happened. Leonard says, “ I beat
Duran. I beat the legend. Why can’t
you just accept the fact that I beat
him? How come no one can accept
that I beat Roberto Duran?”
And the only honest answer
Leonard will get is that he didn’t beat
Duran, he disgusted him. Maybe
Duran looked at Leonard and saw
that this was what fighting had
become. He saw that heart and hype
have got so tangled up in each other
that you can no longer tell one from
the other. Duran has been pretty con
sistent all his life. And, in my opi
nion, he walked out of this bout for
exactly the same reason that he stuck
so fiercely through all those others.
Because he loves a good fight.■

rulings to prevent permanent injuries
or fatalities or risk having the sport
itself legislated out of existence. And
it has that reputation for involvement
with organized crime. It is easier to
fix the results of a boxing match than
almost any other sport. Only one man
needs to know, the fighter who takes
the dive.
But why would Duran throw this
fight? Common sense says an eighth
round walk-out is altogether too ob
vious to be a dive. But then I’d be
willing to give Duran credit for hav
ing all to wit necessary to make it so
obvious that a dive would be ruled
out as ridiculous. But nothing comes
to mind that would be worth a dive to
Duran. Maybe Angelo Dundee had
Duran’s wife and kids kidnapped and
was holding them hostage?
Money? Duran’s got plenty and
doesn’t seem too concerned about it.
The big bucks of a possible third
match with Leonard? With this fight
ending as it did a re-match looks very

unlikely.
Besides, Duran has announced that
he is officially retired as of Tuesday
night. He had planned to retire even
if he retained the championship and
this is one retirement I ’m willing to
believe. Duran says, “ I don’t want to
fight anymore. 1 have been fighting
for a long time. I have gotten tired of
the sport. It is time to retire.”
There were a lot of shocked fans at
the Paramount. The guy behind me
stomped off yelling, “ I would never
again pay so much as a nickel to see
Duran fight!” And after the recent
Holm es/Ali fiasco humiliated so
many viewers you can’t help being
depressed.
But let’s put this on the record,
too. A group of Leonard fans milling
in the lobby; “ I just won eighty bucks
on Leonard and I ’m ashamed!
Ashamed! All he did was run all
night!”
Poontar says he’s got it figured
now, “ I’ll start running and take

boogaloo lessons. I’ll be able to beat
any boxer in the world just by staying
away from him.”
They had to tighten up the rules
governing karate matches. It’s now
required that a certain number of
kicks be thrown in each round. The
matches had become too distant, like
dancing boxing matches with no con
tact. And maybe something like that
will have to happen with boxing. It’s
such a subjective sport to judge any
way. Do you give more points for be
ing aggressive? Or do you score high
for evading and frustrating your op
ponent? Do you gain for direct con
tact? Or do you demonstrate the
value of not fighting?
What actually happened in the ring
on Tuesday night is being swallowed
up by that one act of Duran’s. He’s
been fined $7,500 for “ Unsatisfac
tory Performance.” Angelo Dundee
(the author of the famous Holm es/
Ali classic) is making nasty remarks
about what a “ Macho tough guy
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THE VIEW FROM
NORTHEAST

BY
CAROL DIANE MILLER
he Portland School Board elec
tions in March has been de
scribed as the most important
event in education in the city in 20
years. There is no question that it will
be a critical election for the city’s
black community — a community
that has waged a constant, but little
understood, battle over the past two
years to gain some control over a
school system that has often been in
sensitive and callous toward Black
children.
The spring election will determine
whether Portland Blacks maintain
what is perhaps their most important
voice in a policy-making position in
the city.
Without a doubt, the Portland es
tablishment would like to be rid of
current School Board Chairman Herb
Cawthorne after the election. The
problem is that they don’t know quite
how to- go about it without overtly
stepping into the mine field of racial
politics.
Opponents of Cawthorne, who in
clude the business-dominated group
that tried to recall him and the other
three board members who voted last
spring to fire the late school superin
tendent Robert Blanchard, have tried
and failed to sign up a credible black
candidate, who they would also con
sider “ safe” to run against Caw
thorne. Former school board member
Evie Crowell was a failure when she
had a job.
Nick Barnett, former executive
director of the Metropolitan Human
Relations Commission, turned them
down cold. The back room maneu

T
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vering would be comical if it did not
demonstrate so tragically how little
about the city’s black minority
Portland’s so-called sophisticated
and enlightened white leadership
knows.

ho are these people? They in
clude the racists who believe
th a t C aw th o rn e, W ally
Priestley, Sarah Newhall and Steve
Buel capitulated to Blacks in getting
rid of Blanchard.
Included is the city’s business com
munity, who lost the superintendent
that they had easy access to and, as a
result, lost control over a school
board that they were assured would
always do what was right for them.
Cawthorne’s enemies also include a
group of so-called Irvington liberals
whose sense of racial justice does not
go far beyond paternalism.
And finally, Cawthorne will likely
face the opposition of The Oregon
ian, which thought he was a safe
Black to support but now can’t for
give him for not being grateful
enough to follow the establishment
line.
Oregonian readers should be wary
of the paper’s reporting and commen
tary on the upcoming elections. The
paper demonstrated with its coverage
of the Black United Front’s activities
and the firing of Blanchard that it
cannot analyze any issue beyond the
establishment view. Needless to say,
it has absolutely no understanding of
what is happening in Portland’s black
community today.
The paper was extremely unfair to
the board members who voted to fire
Blanchard, both in its reporting and

W

editorial commentary. In a particu
larly low tactic, the paper recently
dubbed them the “ Gang of Four,” as
if they were a bunch of radicals out to
wreck the education system.
Part of The Oregonian's problem is
that many of its key personnel are too
close to the major players in this af
fair, and the paper can’t resist the
urge to manipulate the news when the
stakes are high enough.
The paper is suspected in some
circles of playing a role in then board
chairman Bill Scott’s announcement
(that he would vote to retain Blan
chard) before the board voted to fire
him.
Scott, a former Neil Goldschmidt
hatchet man with little political cour
age or conviction, violated a pledge to
his fellow board members in making
an announcement before the board
met. The announcement was timed to
put as much pressure on board
members as possible in the hours
before they made their decision.
Curiously, Scott made his state
ment that Saturday afternoon, yet
The Oregonian managed a Monday
morning editorial praising Scott, even
though the paper is made up on Fri
day. Did Scott’s friends on the edi
torial board think his words so pro
found that they redid an editorial
page made up on Friday, or had they
known what he would say all along?

t may be that no candidate will
emerge to oppose Cawthorne —
his enemies deciding that it would
be safer to simply render him ineffec
tive by supporting Charlotte Beaman
and Dean Gisvold in their efforts to
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defeat ‘Newhall and Priestley. Neil
Goldschmidt is not likely to enter the
race, despite the fervent prayers of
some in the community and his early
hints that he would.
Nevertheless, Cawthorne, Newhall
and Priestley will be running against
Blanchard’s ghost. The tone of the
campaign was set during a memorial
service for the former superintendent,
who died suddenly of a heart attack
in early November. Blanchard’s
friends clearly designated him a mar
tyr to be avenged.
Blanchard’s friends and supporters
are entitled to their grief, but they
clearly suffer from severe cases of
selective memory.
Blanchard deserves praise and grat
itude for his contributions to the city,
but he did not serve the best interest
of the community when he insisted on
imposing a desegregation plan on
Blacks without consulting them. He
and Jonathan Newman surrounded
themselves with Blacks who told them
only what they wanted to hear and ig
nored the early voices of protest.
Finally, Blanchard was a victim of
his own arrogance. He refused to
recognize the changing direction of
education with the election of a new
school board and to recognize that
the new order had any legitimacy due
his respect.
The tone is set for a particularly
nasty school board campaign this
spring. It could fuel the city’s already
strained race relations. The black
community has had to face over
whelming white hostility to its desires
in the field of education. The ques
tion now is, will they be able to hold
onto the one black official in the city
who truly has a strong base of sup
port in the black community? ■
Illustration by Issac Shamsud-Din
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‘A JOY TO BEHOLD!
SUSANNAH FOWLE IS PURE DYNAMITE:’
— Fred Yaeger, Associated Press
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CLINTO N 9 " *
$1.50
STREET
THEATRE

S .E . 2 6 th *
“A t last, Mr. W rong”

“U
PROARIOUS."
- G e n e Shalit, N8C-TV
“H
ILARIOUS."
— People Magazine
BUREAUCRAT

Hanging Rock; then ‘My Brilliant Career’
and now , best o f all ‘The Getting of
Wisdom! It is incomparably
m oving and pow erful"
—R ichard F reedm an. N e w h o u se N ew sp ap ers

YOUR CLINTON STREET
SCHEDULE
December 17-23
Rock and Roll High School
The Kids Are Alright

6:45 & 10:15
8:20

December 24-30
It's M y Turn
Willie & Phil (Dir. Mazursky)

6:45 & 10:20
8:20

Happy New Year
January 1-6
The Toy
Death of a Bureaucrat

6:45 & 10:00
8:20

An outrageous parody of the bureaucratic nightmare by
Cuban director Tomas Aiea, it draws from the best of
old-time American comedy. Not to be missed.

January 7-13
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
Being There

6:45
9:00

January 14-20
The Getting of Wisdom
Days of Heaven

6:45 & 10:10
8:30

February 25-March 3
(times to be announced)
Rockers
The Chant of Jimmy Blacksmith

FUTURE ATTRACTIONS
Bad Timing: A Sensual Obsession
Elephant Man
Honeysuckle Rose
One Trick Pony
Ordinary People
The Stuntman

Well, we’re back again with our indulgent little sellpromotional ads. This time we've really got a deal for
you. Are you ready? Stop me if you’ve heard this one
before ...
Illustration by Steve Blackbum

What we’re offering is this: If you’ll subscribe to the
Clinton Street Quarterly for one year and give us five
measly dollars we’ll deliver four issues to to your door.
How’s that? Not enough to make you part with your
hard-earned cash? Tell you what. If you’ll do that, we’ll
also throw in five passes to Portland’s premier movie
theater, the Clinton Street Theater. Now we’re talkin’,
eh? Talkin’ your language?
Yeah, I suppose you’re “talkin’ my language,” if that’s
how you want to put it. What it boils down to is that I
know a bargain when I see one. Those tickets alone
are worth seven dollars and fifty cents. Here’s my five
dollars and be quick about it.
N am e________________________________________
Address___________ ___________________________
City_________ :_______State
Zip
THE CSQ
2522 SE Clinton St.
mail to Portland, OR 97202
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LEASING
CONSIGNMENT
ACCESSORIES

REPAIRS

STORAGE
Quality Mobile Music

Select Used Autos

222-0222
New Location:.. 6 6 0 0 SW MACADAM (Next to Victoria Station)
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